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PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING, AUGUST 8. 1907.
10 CENTS—PER WEEK
EMANCIPATION IS
CELEBRATED HERE
Ten Thousand Colored Excur-
sionists in Paducah
Good Order Is elaintained and Record
of Eighth of August Net
• Broken.
SOME INCIDENTS OF THE DAY.
This is Emancipation day, and it
Is being observed here by thousands
of colored people from Indiana, Illi-
nois, Kentucky and Tennessee. It ia
estimated that fully 10.,000 colored
visitors are in Paitucah, and both
cith policemen and railroad detec-
tives are combining to keep order.
So far there ha.s been no trouble
The streets were filled with dusky
celebrators from early morning, and
at Eleventh street and Broadway
whIch seems to be the center of at-
tractient for hungry_visitterreehe con-
gested condition Is looked after be
several policemen.
Fee:lowing la the sehedule of spec-
ial trains run into Pasliteah by the
Illinois Central:
Louisville (Rh° tickets ovoid late
night before 8 o'clock) 9:05. Evans-
ville, 12:,40; Naihville, 12: 45; Cen-
tral ate. 1; Memphis, 10:18: Mem-
phhe 12:28: Fulton, 1238, Jackson
12:4R. and Cairo. 10456. .
For amusements there will be a
game ist Wallet,* -enter eh*
after:room and at t colored Parh In
Rowlandtown. laae p irk and the
fair nround arbestie and dances are
featur
• ral trains brought bandit to
city, which with the local colored
band, are furnishing music for the
eelPhrat-lm, -V4s4tarivor-e-orderb, -end--
little trouble was experieuctid at
the morning trains, which brought
hundreds to the city. Pollee look
for a quiet celebration.
Traction- Men WrAir --Hard,. •
Lunettes were served the motor-
men and conductors today by the
traction company. Traffic was so
-heavy that all the relief men were
called into Peri:ICA?, and the time
could not be taken ler the regular
men to go hotrte far dinner or supper
Most all of the employes, will work
bet veh 18 and 19 hours today.
Collect lug Licensee.
Police learned this afternoon that
some thrifty. elderly white man hid
colleeted a nominal sum from keep-
ers of stahds around Eleventh street
and Broadway, as acense. He has
not Yet been caught.
Marshal Willi-am McCuTlom. of'
Kuttawe; Chief McNutt, of Mayfieel.
ond Chief Young Eaker, of Fulton,
are in the city teaday.
'Fell From Street Car.
4
Mr. Jacob Wee!, the retired/mei-
• tails*. fell from a street caregt 8s3fa
realock last night at Seventh street
4 and Broadway and was bruised about
the face and hoed, but not seriously
Injured. He stepped on the. ground
.before the car carne to a complete
stop. ,
' /--
,0111 Sheffield Blade,
Mr. Willis Morgan has a razor over
left years old. It was purchased by
his stepfather InjNorth Carolina and
wets made in Phiffield. Englasnd. The
blade is about three inches deep, and
/one of the few razors of its kind inexistence.
CURIOUS EAR OF CORN -
OF GERMAN VARIETY- ,
•IEN
Mitch attention was attracted tie
market OHO meriting by tassel of
cot n brought to the city be G. T. Ja-
cobs, a well known gardeherxesiding
two miles from the city on the Cairo
.road. The tare' may be readily die-
tinguished, but about It are many
hundred little ears of corn not longer
than oat inch. When the coverings
-ore pulled bark something like a
, -grain of cern may beleen. Farmers
on market say it is-known as Ger-
_ man corn, but is not raised here. Ev-_
-ery one of the tittle ears if Jeff on thi
stalk will develop into one grain of
corn, and when -ready to pull resew-
- Wee wheat when the grains are re-
moved. Jacob found the curiosity a'
oral days ago, and let it atone, so P
tnifht develop, hut the weal Tuesday
night blew the stalk down and broke
it. He milled It and drought K to the
City, and served as a good advertise-
ment for big wagon this morning on
market.
CONSTABLE Is SHOT
OUT AT FAIR GROUNDS.
---
• A. C. Clip:ton, the coestablf, was
hot In i the shoulder itind arm by a
..uesho at the fair grounds ahis atter-
„e Retch. h. ThALtaAjaiii aalgatt
-:--**•ritillviP'ilibta4Trefirm86.4enn-irenretith
draw' the tobeecce frema hie poeket,
hue first terten eat guh.• The other
fhettelit h melt: 'rouble and shot
•
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Chietsigo. Aug. re— Traille
nesuattere and leading railroad
neer of the entre! It htierhain-
swered parselinieth• predictiouto
of coming detainer is a xyrepoe-
hen Issued today. rh. conceit-
ans of opinion is that slops are
abundant and healthful and un-
less there are frerokx if extra-
ordinary ehielaaher in the 'Feath-
er the nation will '.1 cm gather
smother riff) yield of breaistuffs.
grain and textures.
' CR 1,Z1' MITES:T.
efirsittliat. .%ter, x.— %nerves
Stephen Starzunsky. who con-
ducted o-Poliodeehotel, was Rhot
this ning by Ludeig 44ZeTAIII•
an unattached Polish !triplet, eho
came here ten days Ago from
chit-age. Stephen 14 (head and
andrew in a critical co dition.
The priest eae creole with
liquor, and had been bilooding
over repealed ilitiappoint ewe.
ELEVATolt FIRE.,
• Haltimerte .1net. 44.-h- Fire
trreaea out this  rating in a
▪ Endo elevator tat the Italatintore
& Ohio railroad. The fire hi ratted
three 'emirs, The elevatahr was
ceirpletels- deetroyed, entail 'lag a
lose or $150,000.
TOATOSTO(11,S. !t
Wheeling. Aug. 14.—Fretr I rat-
ite; e hat they thought were Pettish
rotator, Dr. C. P. Denentoroth l'i.
dead and four ethers are it vial/.
Dr. De f4/1110re gathered In 'nehs
rooms and the family pa took
heartily. Thiel* soon beetitn
and the Fleeter died rhie
ing.
Si
C1NAIMAN WHEAT. „
Winnipeg. Aug: f4.—Ve steraln
harvext has eonimentrel m e• Joint-
fobs. The yield Is eatiatooeilhory.
Iii Alberta the n inter w, heat
yield is in eviress of peeve-eeons
years, The increased average • Wt..
20 per cent. The railroad Tref. tay.
fie throughouh„ the Canadian
northwest is etilhiatielle.
frrnrial.
Los Atagelee, Aug. 8.—Indira-
don's point to the early terin
tion of the—iTt -Ake of telegraph
°Semester. in thh Western Union
office here. Only one man was at
work at 0 o'clock Wednesday
evening, end the lie-up appeared
complete. Before midnight, how-
eiler, 20 iiten were at work.
The ,strike lists been busty anti
the men imperil* wHe he direct-
ed to return to work.
FORTY KILLED.
.Santiago, tug, A.—
Forty persons were killed or
wounded ordey wben the era.-
leak racid_pipte, of a brewery
exploded and completely (le-
st rttyed the, building by tire.
ItEB.ITE14.
flaicager, Aug. ti---Indielmenta
hosing drawn .hr _the- goelihrtt-
-111TFaelnreniatillifiii"-Torre
rallroeds *newel to have granted
rebate, and concessions to the
..ita Ii II' Ill
Helena.. Ark.. Mystery Solved
So Police Think
City Meteor et World *Kilted By
Former Policeman Over a Wo-
mates Fahey.
••
THE l'ISE CHICUMSTANTLIL.
Helena, Ark, Aug, 8.—Ben. Car-
ruth, a former member of the police
Intent, - was arrested this morn-
ing by Sheriff F. F. Kitchen and
lodged in jail on a charge of arias-
abating City Editor J. M. Scott, of
the Helena World, who was shot
down early Sunday morning while re-
turning from work.
For some months prior to the death
of Scott the feeling between him and
Carruth is said to have been that
of intense, bitter hatred on both
eides, growing out of jeeleusy of a
%venue' of easy virtue, who was the
mistress of one of them. They had
trouble over this woman before the
Helena World . began its crusade
aiming( the police department, and in
a saloon came tis blows. The fight
the Helena World made on the depart
ment intensified the feeling between
them, and when Carruth and the
other members of the department
were let out they were very sore on
the Helena World and its employes.
ratted* efe-heotteand Oarratii-looked.
!cif -a bledire Tight -iiT'sbine charecter
to occur 'between them, and on Sat-
urday night they met in a saloon and
had a row that came near endieg in
the expected duel.
Immediately after the killing the
sheriff's office, working in conjune-
on with Chief of Police Ed Scott._
and his force, began to trace the
movements of Carruth from the time
of the reef tie the saloon to the time
the Lindy eiehcott was found welter,•
ing in its gore and mortally wound-
ed some hours later. What they
learned is a secret, but it, coupled
with the known hatred each bore the
ether it'd to the apprehension of Car- Leslie Frey, 21' 
yemis et age, died
riffle this morning shortly 
after 1 o'clock
at 11437 Clay street of typheid
 fever
after an Illness of several days. La Ing
in the same hoelte are two 
sisters and Philippines would be a square deal.
one brother suffering from the 
aitme and free sugar would not injure
disease, and the-body was 
taken Hawaii"
quietly out of the bowie after
 much
strategy so as not to alarm the
 other
patients.
Leslie Frey came fron; Montg
om-
ery county, Tenn., when 
young to
this city. He was born near 
Clarks- was not meat given much credence
ville, and had been employed 
in Pa- here. "Longworth has too much
ducah in many different l'itt°118' sense to talk like that,' said &sere-
He had been an ice wagon driv
er_ to- 
tan Loeb.
bacconist. and also worked at 
the
basket factories. He was well 
known
STOCKS ARE FALLING - and popular among his 
aesociates. NEW COMMANDER FOR
He leaves the following brothers 
and
IN NEW YORK MARKET sisters: W. L. Frey, Frank Frey. THE GUNBOAT PADUCAH
I.ena Frey and Jane Frey, the 
latter
three beang ill of typhoid feve
r, arid
Mrs. Nellie Morrison, Mrs. Alta 
Bak-
er, Mrs. Lille Holeman, W: B. Frey New 
Orleans. Aug. 8.--It waa an:
and Mrs! Eanma Hudieston:
Mr. Charles Prey. of Barrier 
Plante,
Tenn.., and Miss Pearl Frey, of 
Ceder
Hill, Tenn.
The body will be taken to 
Clarks-
D. Griffin, at present in Washington
ville for burial tomorrow. The
funeral will be conducted in the 
af-
ternoon. The burial will be in
Bethel cemetery.
A4 'IV— T riviR STORY.
THREE ARE SICK
AND ONE IS DEAD
NO CREDENCE GIVEN 'FOOTPADS DRIVE MAN
TO LONGWORTH STORY THROUGH BIG SWAMP
Whole Family Stricken With Report That He Sai
d He Dc' W. H. Shoulder, of Pleasant
Typhoid Fever on Clay St. sired U. S. to L
ose The Glade, Tenn., Saves Mon.
-.•Body Removed Philippines 
ey From Thieves
Woman in the ('as...
- An effort was made to lot-ate the
woman In the case, but she had left
Me city and no trace of her could be
found. She is an important witness
for the prosecution and lines are out
in all directions for her capture.
Carruth is a young man, 35 years
of age, siirgle, and has been a mem-
ber of the police department off and
on for several years, and was one of
the right-hand men of the former
Chief Clancy, who was ousted some
weeks ago.
Brokers Hurry Back To See
After Second Day's Break
on 'Change
New- York, Aug. a.- -Sweet:hew
downfalls of 'stocks continue today.
The market !oat arorn three to live
points during the morning and
brokers on vacations have hurried
back to town and the financial dis-
trict is pervaded by nearly all active
speculators.
(WAIN MARKET.
Cantennatiale Aug. 8—Wheat.
$al; corn, 7$1 ; ()ate, 50 1-2.
JAPAN WANTS MONEY.
Jim Financier to Sound Gernuin
Bankers as to Loan.
Berlitt. Aug. 8.--.M. Soyeda, a na-te.
a 1 fader of Toklb, will strive here to-
me errow from Japan, by way of the
eerrr-"*ed -Stetes, _ with 'two secretaries.
the'1 Berlin bankers regarding the
im.miobject.'It is reported. is to Round
tow atibtlity of an international Japan-
esaTG4 government loan .with 
German
/mit ticipation There seems to be lit-itri)the rospect of M. Soyeda getting sat-
ientefactory assurances here, as the N-
o 'are of Japanese financols looked on
emenubtfully by the bankers of this
et aa•
ore
wi K. of P. Go IN) Mayfield. '
I 'seduce+ Knights of, Pythias will go
to h pejaylield tonight to perform de-
gree a hheork for the new Mayfield lodge
The weemork Is in -the third rank and
win e - done-in amplified form by the
Asleep at the Switch.
Exhausted by his work,•last night,
a new switchman of the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad at Carbondale, Ill., sat
beside the track and 600U went to
sleep, and at 3:30 o'clock the fast
passenger train. No. 4, from New Or-
leans to Chicago steuck him, and he
Is seriously injured>
aseesee ;ere were telephoned not to
. A big • tie:tenth:in ,andhbeiltatat
vii heìrollow the degree work
 The Pa-
seee'l b team - will return early tomor-
row , morning.
MISS ALLEN'S FUNERAL
HELD AT FIVE O'CLOCK
The tuner di of the late Miss 'Re-
/Menem:4i+ he held _this altar.
noon at 6 o'clock at the home of the
Misses Morton, 612 Broadway, where
she made her home, and the burial
will take place in Oak Grove ceme-
tery. The Rev. D. C. Wright, aector
of race Ephempal church, of which
Miss Alien was devoted member,
will conduct the services. tr. Robert
Greenfield, an uncle, arrived last
flight from Nashville. hut Mr. Wesley
Greenfield, of New Mexico, will be un-
able to reach the city. The pail hear-
ers "will be: Major Ashchtft, M. B.
Nagle Sr., Alexander Kirkland. W. M.•Rieke Raehin Kirkland. Charles P..HRuleikbean, ds_MtiRloe Burnett, and ("sink
paeueehh 'h degree tam. Several weks
ago —7- arrangements had been made • 
but awing to trouble with the n'aitoelAt.tgi 
Little
1, e"reg :."4.1-.°Ierlick.. George
to go
remit at Mayfield the Paducah lek. Voltk. the Te3C66 dentist, who hasI ht
been- itMtlitred •tn. his retain at the
iesw.11eVi1,. tete: Veit 'week' * ere-
.ported in a- ssrious coinTI2tit7,aia hIs
physician* entertain little hope for
receVery.
'
Honotnett Aug. R.---Corogrerosman
Longworth wants the United States
to lose the Philippines. lie says:
"In the meantime. trade with the
Oyster Bay, Aug a
nouneetnent that Congressman Long-
worth has expressed himself openly
in favor of giving up the Philippines
The an-
The Paducah under Commander Win-
terhalter reeently assisted in prtect-
lug foreigners from violence during
the Nicaraguan-Honduras war. The
Paducah is now at New Orleans.
DAIRY ORDINANCE
WILL BE LOOKED UP
At-the meeting at the board of al-
dermen this evening, Alderman P. H.
atewart will try and find out what the
ordinance committee has done with
the request for an ordinance, provid-
ing that dairymen selling milk in the
city shall 'have their cows tested for
tuberculosis once a year. Reverel
months ago Alderman Stewart
brought the question rip in a meet.
leg.
MODERN WOODMEN ARE
COMPLETING PLANS
nounced here today that Commander
A. 0. Winterhhlter will be succeeded
as commander of the United States HOME
gunboat Paducah by Commander T
. -
W. H Shoulder, of Pleasant Shade,
Tenn., was the victim of an assault.
by footpads *at night,but fortunately
escaped without losing $75, which he
had tied securely around his neck in
a leather pouch.
Shoulder left Eletenth street and
Broadway shortly after dthak last
night, to go to Union station. He was
alone and unarmed. At the crossing
of the Illinois Central at Tennessee
Street he was accosted by several foot-
'pads who commanded hum to hair.
Shoulder realized they meant to hold
him tip, and strikigs out at a rapid
gait, he went through hollow and
over a ell until the Union statioh was
reached. He a-asaforced to go Into a
small creek and was mud from head
to foot hn his arrival at the station.
Patillo Kirk, special agent for the
Illinois Central, with Patrotmen Ho-
well and Alexander, went In search
of the (emend, but without success.
Shoulder left this morning for his
home in Tennessee
OF FRIENDLESS
MAY KEEP THE CHILD
'Circuit Judge Watiam Reed .this
meraieng heard The habeas corpus
proceedings Instituted by Annie Bar-
nett, against the board of directors of
the Home of the Friend:esti and de-
cided in favor of the detendani. The
woman desired to obtain poseession
of the child, but It was strewn she
was a prostitute and livieg in a house
of -Ill fame in Cairo. However, the
mother will be per-betted to see the
child, a priailege the mother already
enjoyed.
TANNERY CONTRACT
All minor committees will be ap-
pointed tonight for the interstate
meeting of the Modern Woodmen of
America, September 12. The meet-
ing will begin at 7:3n o'clock. Ad-
vertising of the big day Is progress-
ing rapidly, end letters are coming In
from all the five states to Mr. Jacob
Pollock, informing him delegations
are coming. The thernmerelaI ethie
is assisting in the work. Many mete
chants have agreed to decorate for
the &the Another speaker of note
him been secured. Mrs. Mary ir
Arghillt man tfialDg denut.T
fleoreme Oracle of the ateerrialeteighe
hors of Kentucky and Indiana., Will
come and 11PlIvor an addrese,
GOES TO LOWEST BIDDER
This morning the contract to build
the new tannery _ in Mechanicsburg
was let to Gus Lockwood for S5,598.
Nine contracting fir1118 bid on the con-
tract and the-figures ranged from 48.-
250 down to the contract price: Work
will be started immediatele and the
best endeavors put forth to have it
completed in two months.
RETAIL MERCHANTS
CLOSE ON HOLIDAYS.
At the meeting of the Retail Met-
•h t   I -
r
c ants' a associationlastOat a re
lution was passed for all the Members
to cheat? all day IAbor day in order
to allow their emPloYes a full holi-
day. The stores were closed Fourth
of July all day. Instead of after neon,
as had been the custom and the Re-
tail Merchants association will pursue
that custom on all treadsys hereafter
The Meeting last night was the first,
la-the asaintatJaan...4.new-gunainsh..,14
members were well pleased with
Sham.
ADVISES ARREST
IF BOYLE SELIS
City Solicitor Denies question
is Settled Adversely
He Says Revocation of License By
Mayor Veiner Is in Full Force
and Effect.
(.1% LS OUT HIS INTERVIEW.
According to the citshaarie of the
contention, the question of M-e)or
Yeiser's right to revoke, pending ap-
peal, the License of Hugh Boyle, tined
in the police court, far alleged Sun-
day selling, never was before Judge
Barker, of the court of appeals, and
any opinion given by the court was
simply an off hand expression given
in an informal diecussion between
attorneys and the judge.
ela)or Yelser says he will take the
Written opinion of City Solicitor
Cerupbell and Attorney Campbell:
Flournisy, and if they agree, he vile-
have warrants sworn out for the ar-
rest of Boyle for selling lietior with-
out a }Menge every day he keeps open
his saloon. •
This question of the mayor's right
to revoke a license, when a man Is
fined in the police court. and he ap
peals, is important to Bo le, who has
appealed from tile decision of the
police court, and wishes to continue
in business.
At the trial Boyle pleaded not
leni_wites_ea arLave• for 'that..
proseetrthrn-tork-tIter-ntent, -trhr-stter-
neye withdrew the plea and refused'
to plead. Thereupon Police Judge
Cross fined him, but put the ansounti
hie; enough so that Boyle could ap
peal, as he did in a previous hue
when the pawner refused to kntro
duce testimony, and his attorney look-
ed the cm;rt to place the fine high
enough for an appeal. If Judge
Cross had fined Boyle less than $20.
there could have been no appeal, and
this question would not have come
up. On appeal in a case of this kind,
the case will be tread all over again
.n the circuit court, when, on account
of delay of a couple of months, wit-
nesses are likely to go away or to Tor-
get material facts. In Oils parecutar
(*se a witness for the prosecution,
who teed been recognised to appear,
was missing.
City' Solicitor James Campbell.. Jr.,
says he will advise May-
or Yeiser to proceed ateenst Ett” le
If he keeps open, pending the appeal.
In an interview „Tr Catnpbel
said: 
fat seems from the newspaper ac-
count on yesterday of Hie rulings of
Judge Barker 'in the rase of Hugh
13tiyie against Mayor Yelser, that a
wrong impression has prevailed and
the people in the city who are inter-
ested may be misled as to the attitude
of the city thereunder. The city won
as complete a victory as she possible
could under the circumstances in the
hearing before Judge Barker, for the
only question involved was whether
or not Judge'Barkereshould sustain
or overrule the order made by Judge
Reed several days ago. and Jude
Barker was of the opinion that Judge
Reed's actions were entirely proper.
and sustained him all the way
through.
"The final determination of all the
rights and questions involved in the
controversy did not. and could not
come up in the hearing before Judge.
Barker, and the question of law, as
to whether or not the mayor had the
right, under the circumstances sur-
rounding this case, to revoke the li-
cense of Mr. Boyle, Is a matter of
further determination bh the circuit
court and if ,an appeal is prayed ho
the court of appeals, it then becomes
a question .for the eourt of appeals,
ronsisting of all the judges of the
court of appeals,. to pass upon. -
'etude.. Barker rightfully held that
the determination of these questions
(Coetinued on page )
NO MORE ROAD WORK
IN tat%VISS COUNTY.
Mayfield. Ky., Aug a —Following
the filing of the injunction proceed-
ings, to restrain the sheriff front cote
-Teri ri-ag the T4 'cent Meg Merge
ment, Judge Crossland instructed
the road supervisor to stop all county
road work. He has called the lineal
court to meet August 20.
William McPherson. one of Graves
county's oldest citizens, was over-
come with heat and is partially par-
alyzed.
ONCE WEALTHY WOMAN
Diehl OF STARVATION.
9
Syracttets, N, Y.. Aug. 8.--Mrs.
Cordelia A. Cranseng 80 years old.
widow of Alonzo Crippen, one of the
told viailt millioealree." died in poy-
erty here at the home of Dr. C. A.
Belchrho 'tea tetiet4 fitarvitt,
took place today, was furnished by
Chaney
In consequence of reports having
been made to the admiralty of sea-
:n•-n In some or b is majesty's ships
FLOWERS
For beautifying yetis yards and
estimates on nset•r teds we
will call and ace yin. Plisne
Schinaus Bros. for toe largest
and moat complete stock of
flowers and plants in the city.
Free delivery to any ,
part of the city.
SCHMAUS BROS.
aoth Plass nes 192. 1
r.int Two
 AelleeaWiliewer 
DO YOU FEEL LAZY?
There is new life in
VITAL VIM
Don't give up! Wake up! There is no remedy so good asVITAL VIM. Tones the system, cleanses the blood,puts you in condition to resist Malaria. Don't take ourword for it. Try it for yourself. Get a bottle to-day.Fifty cents, at all druggists.
The Edwards Chemical Co..
537 Broadway
how York
elitherre Drug Store, Fourth iteid Broadway.
FRESH TROUBLES ,heviaig refused to go_aluft in roughweather, it. has been derided to rein-state the old "mast and sail" system, of instruction in the harbor trtliningshrives. •
TELEGRAPH NIsDERSTA This ssstetn was abolished aboutIN SAS FILINcIsco. se yen yeuresago, and with it went the, old cruiser squadron consisting of11,ply-rigged steamships, in -which1 ttatuths were sent to sea before beingUm ddd Dieerintination Againsti poised out into the ships in the firstIts that By Cempanies on the 'line. The sailing brigs Nautilus andLiberty were also dismantled.
In the place of this system a newone was introduced by which boyswere first sent to sea in the ships ofthe Flurticular Service Squadron, con-sisting of first-class armored cruisers.Safi drill, running aloft and suchthings were consigned to the limboof the past, as having no place in anage of steam and steel.
The objections of many distinguished naval officers were overruled asbeing obsolete:- They said that drillaloft trained the men in confidenceand daring. and that its abolitionwould result in a falling off in thosequalities in which .the British blue-jackets has always been supreme.But the objectors were ridiculed.Now the authorities have discover-ed that the naval officers were right,and the obsolete "mast and sail" drillis to be reinstated. We have beeqtraining our seamen In barracks for
New York, Aug. 8.—Word has
been received here unofficially that
the trouble in telegraph cir$1.1.s In
San Francisco probably will be re-
opened. President Small, of the Tel-
egraphers' Union, it is said, was in
communication with Commissioner
Of Labor Neill in Washington, and
requested that Mr. Stewart, repre-
sentative of commissioner Neill, be
sent to San Francisco immediately,
alleging that unfon telegraphers
were discriminated against since tlaeir
return to work undv the agreement
to end the strike pending arbitration
of their differences.
Mr. Small, it is said, informed
Neill that unless more humane treat-
ment was extended inside the thirty
days covered by the agreement, the
agreement would be term:sated_ a good jimmy ye.a.rs now bet a fully,
_
"Nerves" in English Navy. 
riggial—suiee—is—to—tfts—SIFFR.d in the&soma's of the Shotiey establish-to be followed, it is believed, by asimilar modificatrion in the trainingof youths when they pass out to sea.London Express.
Machu ton his return from a visitto P41144, describing an evening atthe theatre)—"I went to' the OperaComique one -evening. It wasn't sofunny that I could see, and therewas a min who sang. He didn't singat . all well, but the ParatItudiencesare very severe; they made streh anoise with their hands and feet thatD. e had to sing it al: over again. Andthe second time wasn't eveh so goodas the Ilrst."—Pele Mile.
Use Sun want ads. tor results,
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co., 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.Complete machine shop.
122-134 N. Pou.-th t. Phones 757
INSURANCE AC:1EN TS
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Fire,
Life.
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
A utenuobrie,
Office Phones 369New 369
Steam Boiler,
Bonds,
Plate Glans,
Cargo,
hut I,
Elevator,
Residence ?bones Old 726New 726
CratmrilNell Building, Paducah, Ky.
W. F. Paxton, R Rudy,
President.
P. Puryear
Cashier. Assistent Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Capital 
• a ...••.. Surplus  
onr
.
 
0
6
0
0
,
,
8
0
0
0
11
4Stockholders Debility e  •.. 100,000
Total security to deptaalt ore $250,00(1Accounts of individs els and firm, solicited. We appreciatesmall as well as large de pothers and accord to all the samerenrteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposit's 
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 10 5 ')CLOCK.
Third and Broadway
te
e
•
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E PRIZES
IIME HONORED CUSTOM OF NAVY
MAY BE ABOLISHED.
France Peewees Plan to The Hague
'Sribunie elia It Is tarried -
By Hotly.
The liague, Aug. S.—Tire French
proposal to prohibit crews of war
ships from being paid petite money
was dtecussed before the committee
n the general convention and car-
ried by 16 to 4.
Fourteen of the delegates abstain-
ed from voting and twelve were ab-
sent. Joseph H. Choate, of the Amer-
ican delegation, pointed out in this
connection that the laws of the
United States already prohibited the
paying of prize money. Another pro-
posal made by France that dwriers of
captured tuerveantmen should be in-
demultied and was defeated by thir-teen votes to seven.
Louder Than Words.
Mamma- I saw a little bsy speak toyour In church. I hope in little girlhad more mantiere than to talk Mick.Eisle—oli, yes. rate of (Imre, I hail!1 just put out toy tougue Ut bilis—Jester.
sselcle THE slit:ARS:1U' CAU(.HT.
31;1 Wise. Reined Wrinian'e- Party
confesses His Gnilt. •
Indianapolie. Aug. S.—Wiliam R.Gadd, a man who is known to the po-lice as "Jack the Smearer," and whohas ruined hundred of party gownsworn by women in this city, is underarrest._ He admits_hissguilt but canettelert reseals" for his acts. Hehas 'heti here for eight years and,though employed tn a rolling mill, hehas done some creditable paintingand crayon work. In his confetteionhe declares that be does not knowwhat possessed him, "but he wantedto do it and did it." His depreda-tions continued for three years. Mrs.Gadd was prostrated when ehe heardof her husband's arrest. He isthought to be Insane.
A Puzzling Item.
In 1876 the late John Hay, whodied as secretary of state, and AlveyA. Adee, who is now second assist-ant secretary of state, were servingtogether in the legation at Madrid.They were intensely interested ins outcome of the Republican Na-tional convention, and spent dayswondering who woted be nominated.One morning they found this item :naladrki newspaper: "Rutebart 13,No) .'s of America have been electedpresident of the republic of theno! "
t. was as near as the Spanisheds .:- could get to ,the bulletin:"Rutherford 13. Hayes, has been ;sum-Mated for president by the Repubd-can National convention," and ittook Adee and Hay a week to figureit outs—Saturday Evening Post.
THE REAL TEST
s.
Of Herpicide Is In Giving It a Thor.,
()ugh Trial.
There is 'only one test by which tojudge of the efficiency of any articleand that is by Its ability to do thatvs hi(Ii it )Istintended to do. Many hairvigors may look nice and aenell nice,but the point is—do they eradicateDandruff and stsan falling hair?
No, they do not, but Herpicide donbecause it goes t6 the -root of theern and kills the germ that attacksthe papilla from whkee the hair getsits life:,
Letters ti om prominent people ev-erywhere 'are daily proving that New-bro'rs lierpicIde stands the 'lest ofuse."
It 'is ei delightful dressing, clear,pure and free from oil or grease.
Sold by lending druggists. Twosizes, 50c and Slug. sizes. Send lnein stamps for sample to The Herpl-(ide Co., DetrOit, Mich.
W. B. M'PHERBON.
ses(lat
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE
If you need ecook, a house gir:or house bey call old phom
509-r. We have a good list of
hou.se krvants always. We can
also furnish colored laborers
Si) contractors.
Johnson 86 Reynolds
Old Phone 599-y
s tsraS
BASEBALL NEV 1, TROUBLE FEARED MI
National League.
R H
Chicago  .0 3Philadelphia 3 6
Batteries-- Overall and Kling,Sparks and Dooln.
(2.! neinnatf
Brooklyn  
RH E
S 6 1
4 6 0
Batteries—I:EU and %hid; Ruck-er and Ritter.
St. Louis and Boston, no game.
Pitteiburg•end New York, rain; nogame.
American League.
R H E
Philadelphia .   4 8 1
Detroit 2 0 3
Batteries-- Bender and Powers;teillian and Schmidt.
RHE
NVash futon 7 g 2
Cleve:and 2 4 5Batteries-- Johnson and Shipke;Liebbardt and Wakefield.
R H EN -u York 4 12 4St Louis  8 11 ;
R H E
Batteries—Doyle, Tift and KleenoweGlade and Spencer.
R EBoston " 11 3Ch icagb   •  1 8, 1
Batteries—Young and Crtger; Al-
truck, Walsh, McFarland and Sulli-van.
Burns Cannot Meet Jae Gans.
Los Angeles, Cal., Nug. 8.----Fol-lowing a conference bet Seen the man-
agement of Joe Gans and Jimmy
Burns, who were to fight here August16, and Manager McCarey, of the Pa-
cific Athletic, club', it was announcedthis afternoon that the figift"%as beenIndefinitely postponed owing to thefat that Burns ivas physically unfit
to pestle:pate. The club physician andanother doctor aressaid_t_n_hasespro-
sounced Bunt's stoesseh tn such
shape•that he is unable to fight.
A CHU, HAs RAILROAD POSITION.
Pretty Reesie Hatilt•y Holds an Im-
portant Pose in. l'ermont.
Rutland, .1A., Aug._
and a girl, yet btation agent, mail car-
rier, express agent, baggage master
and freight agent for the Central Ver-
mont railroad—that is Mise Bessie
Elizabeth Hanley, of East Granville,
in the Green mountain range. staid
she has held an these jobs since she
was seventeen years old.
Admiriag friends claim that Miss
Hanley is the only young' woman in
New England holding such a position,
or such a multiplicity of positions
that are so distinctively in the sphereof the male species. Although just
emerged from childhood when ap-
pointed, she has done the work of her
office for two_ years without a black
marklagainst her record.
Failure to be on hand at train timeI'. unknown, not only to Else Hanley,but to most of the restdents of the
hamlet, for there is net a great dealdoing in East qranville during thefour months of the year that are de-
lightful, and still less during theeight months when the place is about,1.110 deadest spot in all the wide areaof New England.
East Granville is near the uppen-most portion of the pass in the Grecs
mountain range through which tt
Central Vermont railway makesway from one side of the state of V,mont to th7 other.
A lumbering community, , extendtrig for eight miles back into ti
mountains to the west, finds a poirof connection by the road with tt•World and its market places, Ti.
amount of butdness transacted prolably makes no appreciable differen, •In the dividends which the s•
holders of the system receive, h
is of considerable moment in the totration of traffic through the gre.ravine and to thessafety and conver.ience of the thousands of passenge,on through trains between Ringo:.and Neentreal, as well as to the hun-dreds of ales of freight which dailypass the realer
For on the care and watchfulnessof the girlsin charge of the company'sdepot, under the sheer cliff of themountain side, depends their safety.No difficulty is experienced by MissHanley in handling every-thing thatcomes East Granville way. She findsthe railroad men all anxious to assisther. Although not many trunks aretaken on at the little slepot of whichshe ha's charge, when ene does showup It has as much In it as the rail-road will carrywithout excess rates,and 'the station agent's heart sankwhen she saw the first few old-fash-ioned Saratogas intended for trans-
pontation.
And Seek 1st Fame,
However able and plucks' a Sr
fighter Rear Admiral Coghlan. wi
retired from active service a fesdays ago, may have been, it was hhis recital of the lines, "}loch di
Kaiser!" ,at a banquet fele that neehim hisogreatest renown. That is on,of the tricks fate has. Some silly ti-
tle can outweigh seriolis achievement
in attracting the public eye tO an In
d,vidual. The rear admiral will te
"Slosh der.Kaliter!" Coghlan until hi
dies—and• afterwrd.— Courier-Jett
er ending an ear the thaiitit,:i
man leads a ha rid.
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which destroy the rich, nutri
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A 'SYSTEMIC
BLOOD POISON
THE HEALTH-2_
IION:FOR DISEASE,
on into the blood of germs and microbes
alities of the circulation and reduce it to
tream. The healthy,color of the skin is
e.s.rd corteneeles which are in the blood,
at and health to all parts of the body;
atizing essence of the circulation. The
y 'the malarial poison takes the color
gesso of Malaria we have pale, sallow faces,
n is set up, and we feel "out of sorts"'
re than this ; it is a systemic blood poison,
gives rise to innumerable& and sometimes
e poison is allowed to remain in the blood.
tore polluted with the malarial poison, the
Ile and fever are frequent, skin diseases,
ad ulcers break out on the flesh, :Ina after
other diseases which either prove fatal or
it. the health. Malaria can only be worked'-,
blood. ei Purging the liver and bowels with
n never remove the trouble because they do
erms, are constantly nenItiplying. The only
t can destroy the gems and miembes, and
the poison, and S. S. S. is .the medicine to
perfey blood purifier and a general systemic
remedy ol unequalled value. S. S. S.
. searches out and removes every trace
of the malarial poison and . puts the
blood in such rich, he-althy condition
that sellow, aneemie complexions Sake
on the ruddy glow of health, the liver
and digestion are righted, the appe-
tite improved, the system vitalized
symptotn of MalaYa passes away. Malarial
A only a prompt rense but t gentle, pleasant act-
tin cure for this disease. Besides removing the
milds up every part of the system by its fine tonic
a malarial section should, at this season, fortify
insnlious disease by purifying their blood with a
ri the Motel and any medical advice (haired sent
TH;E SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA,
driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
e them as represented. Call and sec thew.
LY LIVERY COMPANY
INCOR PON ATE 0
Bars. Fourth Street and lloahicky knave.
Cleo. W. es terjohri
Residence P e 221
PAD
(leo. A. Jearcin c r
Pheile I r 4
CAH PAVING CO.
CONTRACTORS
Granitold and Amticial Stone Curbing and Walks, Cellar Floors,
Steps and Buttresses.
Anything iii cement eonstrnetion we do it. Estimates furnished.
- Office 642 Broadway. 'Phone 113.a.Sr
Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
All 1-lciae Repairs
Electric Hoge, the world's best, per foot  20c
—
dD. D. HANNAN
. The Sanitary Plumber
Hot i Phones 201 132 S. Fourth St.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
1
0
OFFICIAL cot T pr VOTE IN
MISSISSIPPI TODAY.
Williams Men Say They Have Eviel
&title. of Peculiar Thing's
in Poseessiou. _
Jacksou, Miss., Aug. 8.—T-he Dem.
ocratie „state executive cam-Mace;meets here today for the purpo9e ofcanvassing the returns and declaringthe result of the recent primary held')iu this state for United States sena-
tor a state officers. So close is therace In the senatorial contest that in-
terest i at fever heat andall ants ofetinjecturee are made as to what to-
morrow Will bring forth.
The meeting promises to be seeas-
tional, there being some predictions
that trouble would arise in event
any conituoinhie measure were re-
sorted to. Each candidate for senator
are ,claiming that the canvass of the
vote show his election. Vardaman by
a hare majority, while Williams'
friends claim at least a thousand.
Williams arrived today but would
make no statement other than that
he was elected. Congressman Bowers
is also here in Williams' Interests as
sue also several from North Missis-
sippi, where Vardentaa received some
of, his largest majorities, and It is
said they have some startling evi-
dence In their possession concerning
the Vardaman vote in that section
which will be produced in the event
that the governor demand a recount.
Vaidantan men also claim irregulari.
ties.
WoULD SEltle TREST PROVEHTV.
Senator La Follette Proposes Drastic
Care for tanasurstion Offeli**411.
•
Omaha. Aug. 8.-- Senator La Fol-
lette today advocated confiscation of
treat property as the penalty for such
offenses as the Standard Oil company
v.as convicted of. "The fine is not.
too-big," -he declared. s'Nti One 
be too heavy for- stiefri crtme. It
too bad the oil magnates could not
be imprisoned. They will undoubted
Isssesak the people because, they are
La a position to. The remedy Iles in
making the penalty much greater. A
fine of one-hilf a company's property
for the first offenotes.anststhst_uther.
sastr -r-tle—ii-CO-nd offense would
make it hesitate before breaking the
law."
Pale Delicate Women and Girlie
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE
LESS CHILL TONIC drives out at.
laria and builds up the erten]. For
grown people and children, 5t)c, 6
Cupid Kept Busy at Panama.
'New York, Aug. S.—According to
Herman Weeks add his wife, who ar-
rived here today by the steamship
Colon from Panama, the government
haa_ promised every man who brings
his bride to the canal zone or marriesthere, a detached cottage. The re-
sult has been such a boom in marry-
ing that the brides and bridegrooms
are ahead of the cottage's by several
laps.
There's one good thing about bets
poor; you don't have much businee.with lae.cis
gm, 
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beverage, ther
ness, for beer
of alcohol an
The Belve
Belvedere Be
brewed—the
values.
where beer is the national
is practically no drunken-
contains a small percentage
is rich in food values
.ere Malting Process makes
the most healthful beer
beer richest in actual food
•
The •ihtBelvedere Process reduced the per-
centag of alcohol- tp kss than 3 1=3 per
cent wl;ile making the bter absolutely pure,
healthfu:j and serengtherimg.
a
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Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.
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ArliE PAM-TA-TT RVRNING
SIXTH DISTRICT
PLATFORM NAMED
'Repnblicans of Lyon and Mar-
shall Counties Speak
Resedutien of Ctinveotion That Nom-
Mattel Thomas Nit-Gregor for
Legislature.
1 HE CONVENTION AT KUTTAWA.
S
I Kuttawa, Ky., Aug. S. (Special.)-
'When the -Republicans in' tho Sixth
Ilegislative district of Kentucky in
lconvention amembled, nominated die
Ilion. Thomas McGregor, of Marshall
county, as' a candidate for the legis-
lature front the Sixth districte corn.
posed of 'Marshall and Lyon counties,
they- adepted the followtng platform:
First--We approve the policies
and commend the ability, Intearity
and courage of President Roosevent.
iSaeond-We approve the caydi-
' duty of lion. A. E. Willson and the
rest of the state ticket, chosen by the
Republican state convention.
hirde---We pledge our nominee
for the legislature to vote tor an ex-
tentltn of the county unit law, and
do all he can for the abolition of the
manufacture. *ale, barter or loan of
whisky ear spiritous vinous or malt
liquors of any descripaion within the
bounderies of the comteanwoalth 'of
Kentucky.
Fourth-We pledge our nominee
for the legislature to vote and do all
he can to repeal a large number of
obnoxious tax laws passed by the
last Demtcratic legislature, and re-
duce the tax rate to the lowest possi-
ble amount consistent, wtth an effita
keit administration of the state gov-
ernment.
Fifth--We pledge our nominee for
the legislature to vote and do all he
can to repeal that 1*mo:retie law,
%thereby lbta*7faatater-bed eme-be Mk-
troorwrifferralf reit Woman and sold
by the sheriff • for her husband's
taxes.
Sixth-We approve the efforts and
work of the Durk Tobacco associa-
tion, in its attempt to throttle the
abominable Tobacco Trust, in its se-
curing higher. prices for the farmers'
, -mut In hresirnit The sit ackTeii
of slavery that bound the tired hands
and feet of the laborer, his wife and
children; and we pledge our nominee
for the leeislature to vete for and use
his every influence in the conflux
session of the legislature to favor
and assist the .Dark Tobacco associa-
tion and kindred organizations; to
raise the fernier and the frulte of his
alogERN titt ittli MUST
RE UI' AND DOING.
Pittsburg. Aug. just
as soon hear the cllak of. billard balls
in a chur-1 as Jae rending of the
providing it won a man to the
cause of Christianity," declared the
Rev. Da•Maitriee P Plites, Pastor of
the First Baptiet churh of Franklin.
Pa., last night., His church is the
wealthiest In the oil region of this
state and Is one of the largest con-
grcgathms In Venting° county.
Dr. Fakes, who has just returned
from a trip around the world, wes teil
lug of his visit to a church that has
dub features for men and women.
"The church that would win men
these days- must be up and doing,"
continued Dr. Pikes. "And while I
do not hold that it must offer them
all theepleaeures the world does, it
mete give them those which do not
4un aounter to Christianity. This is
particularly true of cities, like-Lan-
don, New York, Chicago and Pitts-
burg. I know the idea of a billiard When a man sits down end hopes
room on church property wilt shock for the best he is apt to get the worst
'- -trustees and d
come to It or their thurch
its.intluence
will los,
'
would Plea for Wreatling.
Prof. ,Rtinhold lieges one of tit'
most eminent living Gerrupn settle
tore, has written a book on wres:
in which he expresses strong reet
that wrestling should be regarded as
a somesbat vulgar branch of spore.
Ile points out that It was the lat-
erite sport of the Greeks. and was un-
Ivereally practiaed by high and low
In Germany till the outbreak of the
Thirty Years' war. He regards
wrestling as an eminent means of ad-t
vancing public health and improving
the physique of the nice. -
The intense corporal activity which
wrestlfog demands is an excellent
remedy against alcoholism' ant) its at
ktendant evils, and the pr6fessor urges
that it' has an advantage- over every
other foam of sport In that it brings
the whole muscuiar eygtem into play.
---,London Express.
You Take No
Chances
Neither fiko we., We do not
deliver your medicine trfitil
we are satisfied that it is per-
feetly riggt in every detail.
A tileilieine made lay us is
• what the prescription calls
for, nothing more or less.
McPHERSON'S
- • Drug Store.
labels out and away trent the trusts
.,11111-.--We pledge our nominee
ter the legislature to vote and use ail
his Influence for better schools une
school houses, for longer lichee.
terms and better pay. for teachei,
and that the public school be take:.
entirely out of politics, and that th.•
children and their welfare shall have
first consideration u all public
school matters. ,
EigIth-We pledge our nominee
fo r thielegislature to vote and do all
he can to reforp the management of
our eleemogyuary and penal institu-
tions, to the end that they shall be
operated by non-partisan boards, us-
on proper business principles, and
their inmates treated humanely.
Ninth-We pledge- our nominee
for the. legislature tu vote and du all
he can to secure an amendment to
the public road laws, in that, that the
money related laLtaxatioe, levied ire
the fiscal court f the county, and
collected by the sheriff, shall be
spent only upon the' public roads in
the magisterial district from which
the money was collected.
Conclusion-We ask the support of
the people of Marshall and Laon couya
ties regardless of their party affilia-
tions, to vote for eh.' nominee select-
ed by this convention, and for the
policies above stated, believing tj
will insure better days for the grand
cad commonwealth of itentualte.
C. H. LINN,
Chit-man Lyon Co. Rep. Ex. Corn,
Obviously.
-.tiler all. madam, We are but tut-
coheir in this poet
Tyre Weekly:ea: -
SPOILS 41F AUSITRIAN COURT.
How Tiny Are Divided Among the
-attendants Upon Royalty.'
Court elattette in A,ustela is more
stringent than in other European
courts.
The attendants come In for large
perquisites, as comestible artieles are
never allowed to appear twice on the
royal tables. It must be a good thapg
to be one of these attendants, as to
one man falls all the uncorked bre
ties, to anothea the wine left in the
glasses, and the game, flab and sweets
0 equally divided in the same way.
Baeh morning a market Is held in
the basement of the palace, where the
N'tennese come to purchase the re-
mains of the banquet.
This custom Is a revival of' one
that obtained great favor In the mid-
dle ages. Then the great lards of
theland -were not above accepting
the remains of a feast and tat. Lord
Chanzellor was entitled to the ende
of one large candle and forty small
ones each day.
He In his turn made capital of this
perquisite and undoubtedly his ex
chequer was greatly increased tty it
at the card of the year.---Tit-Bits.
•••••••••••
Ella-Marry you? Why, you could
not dress; me. Edgar-I wasn't ask-
ing for a position as lady's maid.-
Pick Me lip.'
Charlotte-The second time I sive
him I was engaged to him. KR-
What cauced, the delay? -Evening
Telegram.
Fames is so awhaly slow that when
et-finally does come to the average
man it is compelled to roost on his
Pay Higher Prices if You Wish
But We Shall Tell You About It 
UR CUT PRICES are made on tfie very best goods
manufactured, and so we offer you Pencils, ' Ink,
Pens, Type Writer Papers, Tablets, Stationery and all other
book store stuff at lower prices than the Broadway stores.
Don't be a clam! Don't be a clam!! Don't lie a clam, we say!!!
D. E. WILSON, The nook and Music Man atHarbour's Department Store
TOO SOCIALISTIC
colt I I I )1 a DAillf4/%1', OF
(lilt ate), 1/latalISSF.D.
Other Attorneys in %liners' Camel Re-
fuse to Work With Him Any
Longer.
Denver, Col.. Aug. 8 -The serious
clash betwe h counsel for the West-
ern Federation of Miners h' finally
resulted in the dismissal of Clarence
Darow, the Chicagoau. The other at-
torneys would not stand for his ex
treme Socialistic doctrines and said
he continually expounded Socialism,
even a/ the risk of getting his clients
convicted_
Immediately after the dose Of the
trial at Boise the other attorneys
said that undel no circumstances
would they ever engage in any case
ttit Darrow,. Int it Wall -then kb-
nouured that they would be dropped
and Darrow continued. Today it was
announced that Darrow had been dis-
missed and thpt letchardsen and Haw
king would defend Pettibone.
NEW
_
Itietattertai
illaalOND FIELDS.
In South tricti--A IWO
IC the .
One of the greatest sensations In
South Afrha today is the dittooter>
of diamond fields In the province of
Griqueland West, Cape Cotcrny, and
at old diggings, where In former
years the erudenem of applianees
mode 6( working and cheapness of
diamonds caused them to be aban-
doned, and where now, under the
new con-ditions of mining and in-
creased value, the atones are found In
paying quantities. Thousands are
flocking to the new fleitis.
The matter has exerted so much
Public interest that the writer deter-
mined to proceed to the districts and
investigate for himself Several Baas
were spent in going over Rae whole
area and making personal inspectiOns.
These Made consist of the old dig-
gings along the banks of the Vaal
rerer and the newly discovered allu-
vial deposits parallel to, but some
miles front the Vaal-river.
The oh! diggings stretch for many
miles, and where the old debris.
years ago abandoned as unprofitable
is being dewashed by improved ma-
chinery, more than paying the cost
of removal, are aliscovered stones of
fair size, unusual brilliancy, and oft-
en great value.. This is especially
the case at "Old Mei," opposite the
little village of Barkley West. on the
Vaal, about eighteen miles from KIM-
berley, where the Phiel Diamond Min
log company has acquired the major-
aty of the ground and thrown it open
itq. be aulior...aguereua ..Lvrook,
with the result that these once quiet
banks of the Vaal have been almost
:inagat.ally transformed into a Mottling
Ihive of toilers, all intent on finding
the precious stones, diggiug from
morn till night with an energy and
hope that is the great fascination Of
the diamond and gold digger it is
all reminis -nt of California in Gm
fifties.
From the main camp directly op-
posite to Barkley West, for miles all
along the river are the thiners, who
lease their claims from the company,
to which they pay a royalty on all
finds. Suet is the confldenae, that
these diggers, who are 'professionally
the most independent class of men is
the world, are flocking in large num-
bers to this new K1 Dorado. and the
majority of them are doing well.
Some are working individually on
elute claims; others have formed
syndicates on a larger scale. wita an
average return that is most profitable,
Some, of course, are not so fortunate
but all keell on working. *Oh the
hope that it is so ingrained In men of
theirslasue that seldom could a more
proeperotte or eprattilialc -arovid
found than among this band of work-
ers along the Vaal river.
Men front all parts of the world,
nationalities and class are to be found
here- -colonials, British, Boers, Amer
leans, Australians, Canadians, Oer-
mans-a-living together in harmony
settee college 'graduate • profesgfatinT
rnan, ex-army officer, retired actor.
pugilist, sailor, cowboy and navy, all
toil together side by aide, with a vim
mid good fellowship gratifying to see.
mid crime Is practically unknown'
among them.
The finds I saw were on a fairly
level average, and in some instances
rich. With the stones of great purity
and value. In one pocket some thou-
sands of dollars' worth had been dis-
covered, and one Canadian admitted
having cleared $1,254 out of a week's
work, Ile had in his possession
stones worth $350 front a three days'
wash. The revenues derived frb'm
the claim licenses and royalties by
the company are considerable, and..
Its peapects, as well as those of the
individual digger, seem particularly
bright a
In adaftion to These on the river
HAVE THE SUN
RENT TO YOU
ON VOUR VACATION.
MAILED FOR 25C
atovrit.
bank*, tao.eWs-a4,14 alASIMara.
Whiffle' with but abqat six .
from the. Vaal, include Dootulaagte
and Saardsburg West, also controll-
ed by the Pitlei Diamond Mining corn
pany. These holdings cover an enor-
mous area, partly In Barkley, com-
prising Ito less than eigitty square
miles, all of which has proved to be
dlatriondiferous to a paying degree.
An alluvial wash of phenomenal rich-
ness has been found, and diamonds
worth many thousands of dollars al-
ready discovered-Cal-kap) Evening
latest
Costliest Hotel on Earth.
There is at present nearing com-
pletion e hotel In New York which
will probably be for some time to
come the costliest hostelry oft earth.
This is the Plaza Hotel. at Fifty-ninth
street and Centralarark, which Is
costtng the proprietors no less than
I L5.400.00 0 to re:act.-- - - -
- "Rift we /Mae other costly build-
ings beside that," said a Gotham
builder, "and a few remarks about
them may not be without interest
The Waldorf-Astoria, which was the
first sky-scraping hotel to be erected
in the city, cost melons to put up.
and remember thetalabor was cheaper
atififta TUTS- noir .
"The Bt. Regis is the house which
_crested a setutatiou some time age,
owing to its costly furnishings aud
extravagant charges. You can pay
$125 a day for a suite of three rooms
at this hotel if you are hard up for
a way to throw your money about.
"But to return to the value °reap-
tels and skiscraaters. The Mate' As-
tor, which has the finest roof garden
In the city, cost $4,0-00,000; the Hol-
land House (which Is peculiar from
the fact that it is the only hotel in
the city stitch does not have an or-
cheatra), $2,ttettavio; and the Imper-
ial Annex, $1.75teme0. The Belmont
cost over $2,5-00,000. The Knicker-
bocker, which is one of the many As
tor hotels, cost $4,500.000.
"And now let us look at a few of
the office buildings, etich are prob-
ably the mcret, palatial structures in
the world. There Is the Equitable, a
20-story affair, which cost millions
It is at the present time the costliest
building of the kind In New York,
and its oMce space is occupied by
people enough to form a goodaertzed
town. The Mutual Life bujJdIng is
valued at $11a)00,000j round fig-
ures. The net mos. aluable struct-
ure was also bui or a big insurance
corporation, ,)-5' Metropolitan Life;
tad cost $5,590,teatt. The 'Edison
Electric building ('oat about the'same
while the Stock Exchange and the
Produce Exchange gobbled up $5.-,fiett,000 each."
After you get a dollar in your
i*- h • - • ! att. sonn aponia.e, •
Tomorrow is Harbour's 29th Friday Bargain Sale I
We place Friday bargain opportunities before you tomorrowto turn youz thoughts in our direction, thrifty reader. Only those who embrace opportunities grow rich. Ifinterested in any of our tomorrow's trade tempters come and look; you will remain to buy. Again we say, come. This is a delightfully cool store. The moment you stepwithin our portals you notice the difference--a coolness which is restfal.even on the mast torrid day.
MILLINERY BARGAINS.
Remarkable sale of all reamining
trimmed. hats Friday and Saturdaa at
our-1.1011 of actual value.
-- Hemet fling fa5c-Satirme at -aaan.-- -
Remaining 6.1c Sailors at 45casa -
Ittionaining 75e -to $ii.00 untrim-
med hats for 29c each.
Another big table full of asitofted
;halms, the season's newest shall, t •
The early season's prices on the
shapes ranged c from 75c ttrarreet.
Chulee tomorrow, Friday, 29e.
'kills is our greatest Friday -and
August clearance of Dress Goods and
Standard qualities of the most de-
sirable Rummer Dress 'Goods ' and
Silks ton:tot:roe- at prices which
weavers and Importers would scorn
for wholesale.
The way the market is now.. Come
to look. you'll TAnaln to bity.
1
WONDERFUL WASH GOODt4
VALUEI4.
5c Lawns, while they last, 3%c.
Sc Dimities, %riffle they last, 4%c.
-
15c 131.iste, while they last, 7 Sao
ydrd.
10c Southern Dress
while they last, 5e yard.
UNDER all'f4LIN BARGAINS.
Values that demonstrate the su-
prenmey of -this Store for giving yOu
what you want at thoney saving
Prices. 
aafe.
30 dozen Corset Covers' and
Drawers to pick over.
25 dozen Shirts to choose from.
15 dozen Gowns from which to
please you. '
35c buyi 50c Hose, three pairs for
$1, in white, tan, brown and Oiack.
18c buys children's 25c Hose, 3
pair for 50c.
Gingharns
Ladles' Belts, Combs, Purses, Hand
kerchiefs, Laces, Embroideries and
little fleet-Huts at worth while notable
bargain prices.
-RESTaSEIRT BARGAINS OF THE
YEAR, TOMORROW. FRTD %V. ,a
Come and see what they are at.She
prices. They are worth double or
-they- tire worth nothing.
Wash Skirts at 39r:49c. 99c and
$1.49.
A big assorted lot of women's tai-
lored Skirts at $1.29, $1.97, $2.46,
El.S5, $4.44, $4.90 and $6.45
-- all, specially priced for tomorrow,
Friday. .
Pretty Waists GO In Tomorrow,
Friday's Bargain Sale.
.Ity Silk Waleta, $4 and $a values,
,sacrificed at $2.95.
Other dainty jap Salk Waists $1.50
and $3.75 valves at a2.4S.
At 79c an assorted lot of White
Lawn Waists that have been $1.25.
• -
C8c oneal'i{of White Laen
Waists thht have been $1.00.
WOMEN'S PONGEE COATS.
_The correct and actual $5 and $7
---4U tor $ 2a..50 .
CIAYTHING DEPARTMENT.
Friday and Saturday gpecishs.
Choice of Men's Straw Hats
grouped on tables as follows:
At 19c Table No. 1, worth ... 2.ae
At 35c, Table No. 2, worth .... 55e
_At 47c Table No. 3, worth  75c
At _97c, Table No. 4, worth.. $1.50
At $1.47, Table No. 5, worth. $2.00.•
At 36c, Table of Men's 50c Shirts
At 46c Table of Men's 65c Shirts
At 69c Table of Men's $1.00 Shirts.
At 15c and 18c Table of' •Boys'
washable Knee Pants worth 25e,
At 35c table of Men's are- summer
weight Etalbriggan_Shirts and Draw-
ers.
At 25c Sample lot of Men's 50c
Suspenders.
---Arorwr SHOE 84ftG.11Ns.
Not for Friday, but Every Day.
_a...Every Summer Oxford and Slipper
must go. -
Tbs_roductions are Wonderful. If
you have waited until now to buy Ox-
fords, Pumps and Slippers you are
fortunate indeed, 00CAURR you' will
realize savings such ate were never
offered before on high grade foot-
wear.
At 50c a pair, a great sale of all
RIM% of Misses and Children's White
Canvas -Oxfords, worth up to S5c for
511c.
At -55c a Italia all sizes of Misses
and Children's Kid Oxfords worth
up to 85e, for 55e. ,
Women's Slate White:Oxfords ..75c
Women's $1.25 White Oxfords $1.00
Women's $2.50 White Oxfords $1.,54)
."-Inmen's $1.5.0 Pat. and Kid
1. Oxfords . .. ... . $1.15
arbour's -Departtrit ent Store Ai
Women's $2.00 Pat. and Kid
Oxfords  $1.54
NVomen's $7.50 Oxfords  $2.75
Men's 11.50 Pal. Cia fo tal 9 $1.15
Metes $1.50 Kid Oxfords $1
Men's $2.50 Oxfords  $1.e
Men's $300 Oxfords  $2.40
Men's $3750 Oxfords  $2.75
Men's $.5.00 Oxfords 
Prices down on all Mines and
Children's Oxfords,
Gliht'ERV DF.PARTNIENT.
Friday and Saturday Bargain special,
Fresh Country Butter. per M. .. '2
Fresh Eggs, per dozen  *  lac
S bars Star Laundry Soap  25c
7 lbs. 20e Green Coffee for ... $1.00
1 lb. Creem Cheese . 17c
20c can Peas, for  10c
20 Tbs. Light Brown Sugar ... $13111
la() Ms. Gtanitlated Sugar ... $5.20
4 lbs. Keg Soda  10c
2 cans Alaska Red Salmon   25c
Isew 
North Third Street.,
JUST OFF BR.OAIMAY
1115912120 ST AutilloallY OF
T RSD worwr P.  $1
Union
Made
E'RV a Union Store to the core. 0 clothing is
made for us by well paid and sit' 1 Union Tailors.
• You'll find no "sweat sbop',yelk here. We'll have
none of it._ _ _
LOOK FOR THE LABEL
You'll find it c
man that comes here for his elothin
will also be assured of reeeiyin
our garments. The Union Working'
I not only further his own interest but he
full amount of satisfaction for his money.
We charge no n or our dependable, Union Made Garments than many
othei stores ask fo • ferior made clothes—made nobody kpoWS where or by whom.
LOOK FOR. THE LABEL!
323
Broadway
323
Broadway
ad to pass upon a hypothetical case
and left the matter in abeyance, Re-
cently L. H. Allen, Cuban agent of
the state board of immigration, and
R. H. Dykers, distributing agent of
the board went to Cube, and made a
contract with a Cuban, Geronimo
Garcia. whose passage they paid to
New Orleans.
Capt. P. H. Streeton. inirtgration
Maker, thie afternoon ordered Garcia
deported on the ground that his pas-
sage had been paid to this cotintry itt
viOlation of the immigration. law. The
state immigration officials will imme-
diately take the question up to the
Washington officials, and a decision
is hoped for In short order. A deci-
sion in this case will have an import-
ant bearing upon the future immigra-
tion movement In this section. La-
bor is very scarce in some sections of
the state and efforts are being put
forward very strenuously by the plan-
tation owners to secure foreign la-
bor.
litlIFECT-ORIE•R AT BELFIST.
—
Preetenee of Troops Enables Baguette
to Proceed as l'%unl.
13,tlfss*, Aug. S.—The first day of
the military policy of Belfast passed
Iii absolute quiet. There was no In-
i 
,
cident-of any kind and the effect of rage licenses Is a Matter of question,
the presence of the troops on the although the girls are both said to be
business of the city was.most excel- large for their age, and would proba-
lent. Some of the mills and factor- bly have been taken for girls of 19.
lea that had closed were reopened
and others announce that .they will
reopen tomorrow. More good's have
been moved front the docks than on
any day since the dockers struck and
OM apparent that the strike of the
carters will collapse speedily.
The troops were withdrawn from
the streets at 5 o'clock this afternoon.
!tunas the evening commercial men
commented upon the great - change
for the better In the situation and
appreciate an early return to normal
condition.
CRUEL, CRUEL LAW.
Breaks Up a Double Elopement at
Tampion., III.
Cairo, 111., Aug. 8 —A cruel law
and a cruel marshal nipped a double
elopement bethe bud at Tamms, this
county, by arresting Ed Harrington
and Ed Andrews, plasterers, aged 22
and 23, respectively, when Grace ET-
irts. aged' 4, and Myrtle Seaton, aged
15, had left their happy homes in
Thebes to wed. Whether the two lov-
ing couples could h-ave tictired mar-
•
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United__
States hal- the Western District of
Kentucky, In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of Paducah Furniture
Manufaesarang eompany, Bankrupt.
To the creditors of Paducah Furni-
ture Manufactttring company, of Pa-
dricalt.sin _the county of McCracken.
and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given that on the
20th day of July, A. D. 1907, the
said Paducah Furniture company was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
the first meeting of his creditors will
be held at my office in Paducah, Mc-
Cracken county, Kentucky, on the
19th day of August, A. D. 1907, at 9
I o'clock in the fortnoon, at which
'time the said creditors may attend,
' prove their claims, appoint a trus-
tee, examine the bankrupt and tran-
sact such other buainess as May come
'properly before said meeting.
'EMMET Wa- BAG13Y, Referee in
Bankruptcy.
Paducah, Ky August G, 19417.
Every man has a worthless hobby
that he -wastes a lot of time on.
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50  
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from hothe.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
PAGE FOUR
Vabucab Sun.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
iNCORPORATED
V. icy FISII}.1t. President
IL J. PAX•SoN,'General  Manager.
lettered at the postofRce at Paduotth.
Ky.. WI second class matter.
IIND•CRIPTION &ATM's
THE DAILY 11UN
By carrier, per week 
By mail, per month In advance 
By mall, per year. in advance 
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year. by mall. P036040 Paid
Address THE 81., ,Paducah.
ii321.00
Office, 115 Routh Third. Phone 858
Payne & TOURS, Chicago and New
York. representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
ing places:
R. D. Clements & CO.
Van Culln Bros.
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm.
THURSDAY,' Ala.1 al se
CIRCULATION STATE/WM.
t•.
July, 19417.
1 3920 17 3903
2 3896 18 3906
8 3895 19 3914
5 3906 20 3939
6 3914 22 3929
7 3999 23 3923
9 3994 24 3930
10 3990 25 3919
11 3878 26 3930
12 3935 27 3938
18 3918 29 3905
16 3411 39 3899
16 3900 31 3833
Total 101.923
July average 3  920
Personally appeared before me,
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton,
general manager of The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of July, 1907, is true to the
beet of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My commission expires _January
1904.
Daily Thought.
a "The only happy and useful men
and women are those who work ou
their own ideas "
TIIE REPUBLICAN, AMT.
For Govarnor—Augustus E. Will-
son, of Lortsylper,'
For Lieu ant Governor—W. H.
Oox, of ason county.
Attorney General—James
eathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far-
ley, of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
etructlee-1. S. -2rabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
s—N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
• For Legislature— George 0. Mc-
groom,
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arthur 'Y. Martin
City Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk .........George Lehnhard
• City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor. . .Harlan Griffith
Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamban, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter: Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees— First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills;
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
.1. H. Garrison; Fburth ward.
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kel-
ly; Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker;
Sigth ward, J. C.' Farley and Ed
Morris.
Mortality statist,cs prose that the
bombardment of the Nittroccan coast
was not a Casa Blanca.
Venezuela is to pay Belgium two
million dollars in real nioney.
• 
Here we have it:
Sir James Crichton_ Browne,
in an address before the Interna-
tional Congress and School of
Hygiene at London 'upon - the
mind, brain, and the education
of children, attributed love at
first .sight practically to two sci-
entific causece-first, a species of
cerebral commotion, and second,
the stirring of some hitherto
dormant association centers by.
appropriate allinalve impression.
__ Now, if some German scientist will
discover the anti-toxin, parents - may
keep a bottle on the shelf in case of
emergency and to send-along on pic-
nic idles
SEMONIN IS RELEASED.
"Billy" Semonin, countr-rlisrk of
Jefferson comity, has paid up what
he owes the tate, and has.been re-
leased from custody. Was that why
he was arreeted----simply to enforce
payment of a debt? If so, he has
been done a grave injustice. If he
was actually Mort In his accounts,
Kentucky has been dons a graver in-
justice by letting him go. If he was
short, there is not the least excuse for
his conduct. The money was collect-
ed by him forth* state, entlt never.,
at. any inbinent belonged to him, or
to aneettnishie. The fund lthobblhave
remained, intact every second while
in Ills peelveasion. It is ten eommon a Usually a truly good woman
thing for people entrusted with trust had look that Is discouraging.
 .411F 
Lunde to use the utemey, expecting, of
course to rep:ape It. That satiate par-
son did really intend to pot it hack
does not differentiate his couduct
one iota from plain theft, the worst
and most cowardly kind of theft. It
.s simple and easy to conruse trust
funds with personal funds and risk
the former in an; effort to in, reset'
the latter. A pickpocket or a high-
wayman must have the element of
personal courage to undertake his
avocation. The stealer of trust funds
is simply an irresponsible thief.
There is only one way to discourage
the misappropriation of trust funds,
and chat is to make an 'example of
someone in a high place. Such char-
acter of thieves may be frightened,
for they are essentially weak, and if
one conspicuously pays back the
funds he has misused and gets free,
others may anticipate just such good
luck and persist in conduct Ulla will'
laud them in the penitentiary.
If Boyle keeps his saloon open and
Mayor Yelser persists In his purpose
to arrest him for it, we will soon find
out whether or not Judge Barker de-
cided that the mayor's revocation was
void.
It is gratifying to those acquainted
with subject and 2who have the best
Interests of the schools at heart to
learn that the school board did not
persist in its early announced plan
to scatter the Seventh and Eighth
grades, but has heeded the advice of
Superintendent Carnagey to continue
the departmental work Inaugurated
by Superintendent Lieb. The pupils
like this plan and the results of the
work have been satisfactory.
THE COST OF COAL OIL.
Government statisticians have
gone behind the face of the returns
in the Standard Oil investigation, and
showed that, while the actual cost of
coal oil to the consumer has been re-
duced s.nce the Standard gained a
monopoly, it has not fallen to the
level to which natural conditions of
competitive trade would have lower-
ed it. ,In other words, the margin of
profits has been increased two cents
on the gallon by the Standard
company, and when one co. 'erc
that the output of the co,tntiany is
billions of gallons, the ts of sales
thaw increased :are- ions -of dol-
lars. This inat of profit is estimat-
ed, by md 1g the cost of crude oil,
the cos f refining it and putting it
on e market. A profit of a few mills
the gallon would aggregate an
enormous amount on the year's out-
put, and under a competitive system
the margin of profit would be re-
duced to the minimum. So that, the
price of oil has been controlled only
by the motive of the Standard Oil
company in keeping the price where
It coal undersell competitors, on
whom it is in- position to run up the
cost of production, by reason of own-
ership of PIP* lines and influence over
common carriers.
It is always well to have for mayor
a man whose interests in the city ex-
tend beyond the salary of the Mince.
Harriman may tind there are just
as big fish In the sea as have ever
been hooked.
Two people were fined in Chicago
for "rocking the,-boat." People who
rock boats usually do not get off so
lightly.
TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT
The uncertainiT as to the result of
the senatorial election in Miesissippi
is not flattering to the Intelligence of
Its voters or comforting to those of
us who desire to see the south again
take its place of inatence in national
affairs, says the Lottisale Times.
The south has little to thank either
Vardaman or Tillman for, and has a:-
ready suffered too long under the
misrepresentation of her views and
her people that both have given
whenever they opened their mouths.
John Sharp Williams may have his
shortcomings--no public man has
not—but in intellect, character and
Americanism he fully measures up to
his confreres in the south, and the
south would feel well content with
the knowledge that he is to represent
her in the senate. As for Vardaman,
his views on the negro question are
the views of a small and offensively
noisy sect of politicians who believe
in making political capital out of the
neitrp: they are wholly OM:Med - to
the flews of the great majority of
southerners, who recogbize that the
interests Of the white race are best
served In advancing the best inter-
ests of the negro..The south has long
sickened with -Vardaman, and no-
where is the wiah more fervent that
his dernagagy will b. .found to have
lost its posaiir to baresoozle the vot-
ers of his own state, which have aid-
ed him In keeping the south In a
false light.
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS.
The dentist Isn't a ring'-maker, but
he can supply a man with ascrown. _
,
One c.o.! Place.
'lite aportsman - What's the best
plaee for /mail in them. parts?
The Rustie--Toast, I stiess.---Che e
land Leteles;
ham a
ADVISES ARREST
IF BOYLE SELLS
(Concluded from First Page.)
was not _properly before him and
could not properly come before him
individually, but could only come be-
fore the whole court of appeals from
the final judgment of the circuit
court. The only order entered by
Judge Barker was an order overrul-
ing the motion of Hugh Boyle to re-
instate the injunction; which had
been denied hint by the circuit court
No other opinion was rendered by
Judge Barker in this case. So far
the city has won_ Out in every con-
tention she has made, and wit pro-
ceed to uphold the law by treating
the order of revocation ais le valid or-
der of .the mayor, and enforce the li-
cense ordinance by proper proceed-
ing, and borne warrants wherever
there is a sale made In violation
thereof, or without a license.
"The mistaken idea which seems
to prevail may have been occasioned
by the informal discussion of some
of the points involved in the ultimate
and final determination of this case
indulged in by Judge Barker, Mr
Corbett, Mr. Flournoy and myself
After Judge Barker had rendered
his opinion and made the order to
that effect, we discussed informally
some of the points involved, merely
as a matter of interest to us as law
yen, and not as an argument of the
case presented to Judge Barker for,
as Judge Barker said at the time,
these olaints were not involved in the
question presented to him, and co
only be presented upon the fl ap-
peal to the whole court appeals
after the circuit court d rendered
final judgment.
"My rectli on of the language
used by ge Barker was to this
effect at he was not sufficienttly
f liar with the legal points involv-
ed as to the rights of the mayor to
revoke a license after an appeal had
been prayed from the judgment of
the court holding him guilty for &cil-
ia Tigittat ffil- Sunday; to express an
opinion, but that on first blush, it
would seem to him the right of ap-
peal should not be denied, and that
a revocation of the license would in
effect be a defeat of that right of ap-
peal, but these are questions wide of
the mark in the present condition of
the case and to be determined when
they are properly presented to the
court
"The city has absolutely no feeling
againett Mr. Boyle, nor is there the
slightest Inclination to work any
hardship upon Mr. Boyle, but. in th
present condition of this case a fail-
ure to issue warrants Against Mr
Boyle, if be continues to sell liquor
in his saloon, would under my judg-
ment, be a neglect of public duty.
and I shall advise the police depart-
ment to Issue a waisrittrt for Mr.
Boyle whenever he eg liquor in his
saloon until he has obtained a new
license from the city to do so This
is the extcnt the city can go In up-
holding the ordinances of the city
against the sale of liquors .without
license."
Engagements.
Out of the city, will return about
the 17th.
M'F•ADDEN STUDIO.
YOU DOIC"I" HAVE TO WAIT
Every dose makes you feelbettet. Lax-Fos
keeps your whole insides fight. Sold on the
mosey-back plan everyw acre. Price 60 cents.
WI, wild never suspect how good
sortie peop'e arc it they didna tell
us.
Every day now sees new
lions to our
and every day they are being
more appreciated by our cus-
tomers. Now we have added:
addl-
1
 great clearances
All 25c Wamh Ties 20c
(3 foil; 50c.)
All 50e Wash Ties 35c
(3 for $1.00.)
All Straw Hats One-Fourth off.
All Tronsers One-Fourth off.
This include,, metes and bore.
 I
i 
1
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m1 illasnlibataraditssoi
.......4•-•.,............
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BIG STORM
ILL'. .ts't TES NOR'THW
t'Al-Slala MANY DEA'filS.
Buildings, Tracks, Wires and Crops
Are injured By Heavy 101*Ind
Over Prairies.
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 8.—A spec
lel from Albert 1.01, Minh., saes: A
tornado swept across Winnebago
county Iowa, and although reports
are conflicting, it Is kuow II thia One
persons were killed in Juice-Village,
which was destroyed, and several in-
jured., Some reports say twenty
were killed. 'RV course of the storm
was from northwest to southeast. The
destruction of property is said to be
great. The Minneapolis and St.
Louis railroad is out of cofnmission
arta Its trains. are being run over the
Rock Island tracks.
Three Kilted, Four Injured.
Mason City, la.. Aug. - 8.—Three
persuriii were killed and four injured
and thousands of ;loiters worth of
damage was done through this sec-
tion of Iowa Tuesday evening by a
tornado. The dead are: Ashlan
Tweed, a farmer of Hantontowlyels
wife and son.
Two Killed b sightning.
Pane, ill., A 8.—A heavy thun-
der storm ept over this seethe
last nneld Lightning killed Frank
liti ' euderson and Peek Robert,
iree men In a wagon were knocked
senseless by lightning Two hornet
were destroyed at Tower Hill and at
Nokomis. the Catholic church was al-
most demolished. A section of the
Big Four tracks was washed out.
Buildings and Tracks Wrecked.
Winona, Minn.. Aug. S.- -The most
violent wind and rain storm ev.
known In this section passed
southern Minnesota last el.,.
Scores of frame buildings in Winona
were wrecked. -Scarcely a shade t
remains undamaged. Railroad traffic
east of here is suspended owing to
washouts. The Green Bay passenger
train, which left Winona last evening
was wrecked by the wind east of
Winona, two coaches being carried
a distance of eight feet. E. Eichen-
halumen, of Sparta, Wig., 'a passenger,
and Brakeman Schultz, of Marillan,
were seriously injured.
Several hundred feet of track of
the Chicago & Northwestern railroad
north of Trempeleau was washed out.
Wire Service Crippled,
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 8.—Ratn.'
hail, lightning and severe wind
storms, the latter appeoetehing the se-
verity of a tornado, late yesterday
afternoon did damage in Minnesota,
Wisconsin and northern Iowa, which
at prevent is incalculable, owing to
the telegraph and telephone lines be-
ing badly crippled.
Sixty Milts. an Hour in Chicago.
Chicago, Aug. 8 —Because of se-
vere local storms in various sections
of the Mississippi valley during the
last eighteen hours, telegraph facili-
ties have been greatly impaired. At
5 o'clock Yesterday afternoon the
Postal company lost all/4w( their
wires north of Chicago stnelast night
during a remarkably severe storm
which passed over the city, the West-
ern Union and Postal companies lost
the greater part of their wires to the
west, southwest and north. This
storm was one of the most severe in
recent years, the wind In the south-
ern part of the city attaining a veloc
ity of fully 60 miles an hour. Much
damage was done to trees and shrub-
bery and sonic small outhouses were
wrecked.
Today both telegraph companies
Were in bad shape for wires to the
INUMIGRATION LAW TO
BE TESTED IN COURT.
New Orleans, La., Aug 8.— The
stati-of Louisiana has locked horns
with the federal government over its
right to pay the passage of an immi-
grant who desires to settle in this
country. Some time before the new
Immigration law went Into effect the
senators and congressmen from this
state took the matter up with the
Washington officials, but they declin-
HOT WEATHER SUGGESTIONS.
Every chance acquaintance, these
hot days, can tell you what to do to
keep well and cool, but the safest ad-
vise Is keep close to.Nature.
Nature says don't drink very
much Ice water--use the tempered
water.
Don't eat heating dishes, warm
meats, and heavy vegetables, but
confine yourselves to light vegeta-
bles and fruits, and cold meats.
Nature, ante says, and its injunc-
tion is In strong terms, to, keep the
system in good condition, the liver,
bowels, stomach, kidneys and skin as
every one contributes to health or ill
health.
Osteopathy Is Nature's treatment,
and the morct rational for all disease,'
especially the allmente incident to
hot weather. Those weak, tired out
and run-down conditions; dull head-
aches; disturbed bowel conditions,
and torpid liver yield quickly to its
application.
But, let me tell you any time, of
people you 'kW, well, -who will
icheartally tell fob what ftsterijaathe
has dbee and hi -doing for them. That
Is utkpLejudiced• evidence and will
[appeal to you. Dr. B. Froage, 616
Broadway, upstairs, Phone 1407.
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Xow hi licur pportunitq
co Zug6hoes`cheap
yran 20 to 50 Ver`dent 9iseount
On low shoes, all our best and latest summer
styles, ladies' and men's. Come down while
you can get your size.
1.4.4.4...L.S.L.4.4.4.1.44.,e
LOCAL NEWS  t.
'-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464;
office 175.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath,
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Fine carnations at 50c per doz-
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
-We give you better carriage and
better service fur the money than
Is given by any transfer. company in
Ansicica. Fine carriages for special
°cessions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
Kedake from 51 'el $25. Some-
thing new in the line and all peciale
sary supplies that make kodaking
pleasant, at R. D. Clemeats &
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
--Have The Sun mailed to you or
any of your friends golug away for
the summer. The address will be
ithatige4311--caslif SirdlimairedOend tboo-
4 00 1/2
rate is only 25c a month.
-City sulocribers to tee Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of -their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make slie -requests direct
to The Sun office No attention will
be pald to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
• -Fair the best and cheapest livery
rig;, ring l(4), either phone. Cope-
land's stable, 419 Jefferson street.
-Hotel Belvedere Cafe, John
Burns, steward. .Soft shell crabs,
frees and all the seasonable delice-
cies.
-Place your °niters ror weditt-g
invitations at home. The Sun Is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere. .
-Gasoline boats for outing par-
ties and hunting tripe, furnished,
with ticensed•operator by Motor Boat
Garage Co. Old phone 1113.
--Patrolman.Elmus Carter killed
an injured dog at Fourth and Broad-
ay, the canine having been run over
11
 v a street car.
BUILDING TRADIeS STRIKE.
To Be Inaugurated tu Waelmington, Di
C.. This Morning.
Washington, Aug. S.-A general
strike of the building trades work-
men.of this city will go into effect at
10 o'clock tomorrow morning as the
result of the deetsion of the loeal
_bricklayers' union late -last night in
voting to join the other building
trades, which have already voted a
strike. Therbricklayers' organization
had deferred action. The strike will
affect about 7410 men. No govern-
ment works of importana,e will be in-
terfered with.
The bricklayers' organization also
voted to hereafter affiliate with the
American Federation, of Labor.
cATHOLIc ORDER BANQUET.
In Honor of Distinguished Guests-
Knights of Colunibuo
NorfolkoVa., Aug. s. The not-
able feature of today' meeting of
-the Knights of Columbus was the
banquet given in honor ' of distin-
s guished_church guests in. which ever
ate) persona Were present. Addresses
were made by- Monsignor Falcone
apostlic delegate at WAnhington, and
Archbishop Glention, of St. Louis
Their subjects were church topics re-
hang to the welfare of the Catholic
I hurch and the Knights of Columbus.
PASHA SURRENDERS
SAYS MADRID REPORT.
Madrid, Aug. 5.-A dispatch to the
ImpaVitil [rote dhe Tangier corres-
pondent says it is reported the pasha
at Casa Bianca has surrendered the
tow*, and that guards for the pro-
tection of foreigners will be landed
as soon as possible at, Mogador, Ra-
bat, Seri-4nd Mammoth: The Spanish
battleship Numancia has sailed from
Faro for Morocco via Cadiz. In the
event of,more. Spanish troops being
.needed in Morocco- they probably
will be supplied from the garrison at
Ceuta and Melilla.
Bank Burglar Caught.
Cleveland, Aug. $.-----Three burg-
taro were surprised Wit morning
while attempting to blow the safe of
the,bitak et. Strengsville. Posses
itarted In pursuit, and shot and seri-
esutly 'WoUlisted one, vrho wee. -
I I red. The °titers osca ped
Use Sun %vent ads. for results.
1 IN THE COURTS
var dr4
Polke court.
An unintereiiing docket greeted
curiosity seekers in police court this
morning. Tobi Coleman and K. B
Barnes, drunkenness, $1 and cost
each; Jim Jones, colored, • drunk and
disorderiy, $3o and emits, Alma May
Ford and Rita Hicks, colored,
brow* of peace, $Z. and. coats each:
M, B. >Melo breach of ordinairee, dis-
missed; Joe Grief, obtaining boar
by false pretenses, continued.
Marriage Licesteee.
H. 11.1-imumons te Belle Hope.
Sinun Biy to Maxie Cummings, eol-
ored.
Sam Barker to Estee Camplielleols
°red.
Jessie Nablas to Ada Washburn
ENTIRE F11144TioN COI NCII.
IfSeil IF a IN uttlittmtv CA$n
-t- _ _
Boston, Aug. 8.- DOD:et Attor-
ney John B. Morgan today ordered
summons to issue for the aispeafance
ea the entfre common csunell of the
(11,, consisting of 75 members, to
appear before the grand Joey in cen-
t/Fiala/ witb the inveattgattun or
charges of bribery in the passage of
a loan bill Mat utacnth amounting to
$1,5o0,000.
It is expected that the common
councilmen will be examined on Fri-
day.
PRINTERS STRIKE; NO PAPERS.
robileation of Daill•-•. at Decatur, ID,,
t orese.ei Itetouse '4- Trouble.l
Decatur,. 11.. Aug. 14.-The My Is
without ioc toppers, both (be Re-
view and elee 'Herald suspenting by
riss,son of the printers' strike. All job
offices are closed. An -extra single
sheet issued by the Gabor VS'orid, giv-
ing the printers' side of the case, -was
the only paper printed here today.
The printers will start a daily to-
morrow.
Free!, Outbreat of Moore.
Tangier, Aug. S- A fresh out-
break of Moors at Casa Blanc.a has
started a further bombardment there.
Agitators are, at work along the coast
doing their best to stir up a holy war
Casa Blanca streets are fined 'with
dead Moors, killed during the borne
bardniept. At Mazagan many Jews
were killed.
Baltimore Fire.
Baltimore, Aug. 4.-Fire broke out
at noon in the stables of the Boston
Tranefer company covering a half
city block. Owing to the fact that
the entire department was at the ele
eater fire the entire bnildino was
SOOD a maps of flames.
' Notice.
An persons, who desire to take ex
amiiiiitions for positions In the city
schools are requested to be at My
ce in the Washington building
hureday morning, August 22, at 9
clock.
J, A. CeRNAGEY, Beet.
_
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Mickey: "Aw, backup!
'sly leas ono leg."
is IOT-1R PADUCAH EVENING
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
+i-ri-e.r.e++4r4
battle& Mite Society.
The Ladles' Mite Society of the
First Baptist church will meet Friday
afternoon at 4 o'clock With Mrs.
James Gish, 1440 Trimble street,
•
The Cotillion Club Dance.
The third dance of the Cotillion
club's reties of summer dances was
given at the Wallace park pavilion
last night, and among those present
were: Mr. ancl Mrs. James C. Utter-
back, Mrs. George Flownoy, Misses
Thomas, of Memphis, McGinnis, of
Danville, and ,. Ethel Brooks
Frances Wallace. May Owen, Lillie
May Winatead, Gertrude Scott, Ante
Cabell, Bell• Cave, Retta Hatfield,
Faith Langstaff, Helen Allcott, Hat-
Ole Terrell, Phil.lippa Hughes, Eliza-
beth Sinnott and Ethel Morrow, and
latessrs. Morton Hand, Greyer Jerk-
:son, Philo Alleott, Blanton Allen, Da.
v,ed Koger, Calhoun Rieke, James
.Langstaff, Harry Gilbert, Douglass
'flagby, Charles Cox, Roscoe Reed.
James Wheeler, Fred Wade, Walter
Dierion, John Brooks, Henry Cave,
Cecil Lacy, Harry Spillafte Wallace
Well, Henry Dewey, Gus Thompson,
Dr. I. B. Howell and S. J. Titus, of
Syracuse, N. Y
Picnic at Park,
A picnic supper was given last ev-
ening at Wallace park in honor of
Miss Charlotte Bower, who is spent:l-
ing her vocal4:1 with her parents,Mr.
and Mrs. W. L. Bower, 166 Farley
place. An enjoyable evening was
spent iii boat riding and other diver-
lions. Those present were: Mantes
Charlotte Bower, Eudora Farley, Ro-
selle Farley, Gertrude Fisher, Edna
Gockel. 011ie Hancock, Melanie
and Messrs. Will Mc(astin, Ger-
man Wilkerson, Ralph Butier,'Chaie
lie Troutman, Oran Hell, Robert- 1St:-
wee Stoddard Robertson, Sam Abel'
Charlie Bower, Lonnie Vail, Mrs. Bo-
wers, Mrs. Morris and Mrs. Vise chap-
eroned the crowd.
•
Mr. and Mrs. E. II. Harried and
&Ideate  Jolla sin4 (11•41-vsh-of CM SOT
left today for Greetibier. Tenn., after
a visit to Mrs. R. C. Smiley, 523
Harahan bonevard.
Miss Marjo-le Kilgore, of Oklaho-
not, let; today for Cairo to visit.
Mrs, Maud JacGbs, of Tyler, left
•
today for Crane). ville to visit friends.
-Mrs. Able Swatts, 704 South
Fourth street. left today for Evansa
%elle to visit relatives.
• Mr. Barney I-locker, of McHenry, Oi
the guest of Mr. Charles Render. 414
South Tenth street.
_ Mr. and Mrs. Art Rowe, of Mc-
Henry, are visiting Mrs. Rowe's
mother i.n tbe city todav. Mr. Rowe
ma a former Paducah boy.
Mho Grace Herring, 1807 Clay.
will leave tomorrow for a visit to
Chicago and other northern cities,
Miss Nell Hotchkiss. 914 South
Fourth, leaves tonight for Louisvilft,
un a visit.
Miss Mary Emma Bolds, 1601 Clay
street, will leave tonight for a visit
to St. Louis.
MO, Geraldine Wilson is visiting
MOs. Carrie Earnhardt, of Florence
station.
Mr e John Powers is visiting friends
and relatives at Sheep.
Mr. Reed Barnes, of Livingston
county, was the guest of Dr. and Mrs.
E. C. Goodloe, of Little Cyst:egg. to-
day.
Miss Sarah Sanders has returned
from Marion, where she visited .Mass
Wills Gray Miss Gray. accompanied
her and will he her guest at Gray Ga-
lilee
Messrs. J. A. Hamilton, secretary
to 13. -11. Groce. superintendent of
telegraph and signal serve's, of the
Illinois Central, and Mr. J. Cs Franke,
secretary .to Chief Engineer H. E.
Saffoid, were in Paducah last night.
Contractor George Weikel went to
Clarksville last night on business.
Mr. E. H. Harned, of the Clark-
Danfort Handle company, of Catect.
'a in the city today on business.
Mrs. El Guthrie, 221 North Fifth
street, will return this evening from
a filet to relatives and friends In
Louisville and Lebanon.
Mrs. T. McKenzie, Mrs. John
Kraus and two children and Misses
Mamie 'McKenzie and Mr. Joseph Me-
PRA_CTICAL
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of Lou'- ,1; ,,;se
to visit Mr. awl Mrs. Misint Mc-
Kenzie, of North Thirteenth Orem
Dr. 'J. V. Voris left last night for
Bay View, Mich., to -accompany home
Mrs. Voris.
Mr. and Mrs. P. W. Oweite, of New-
port, arid Mrs. James Davis, of Cin-
cinnati, are the guests of H. Graaf,
on Aehbroob. avenue.
Dr. King Brooks left last n:ght for
Chicago, where he will tie jaiteel by
Mrs. Brooks. They then leave for
California to reside.
Miss Georgia Moxiey will return
this evening from Indianapolis, where
She has been for a two wesks' visit.
Mr. S. J. 'Titus, of Sv toe, New
York, went home today aret visiting
Prof. Harry Gilbert.
Mrs. J. J. Young and daughter,
Roselia, have returned trete iiickman
accompanied by Miss Victoi ia
rant.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Dunn eent to
Uniontown. to visit.
Ws. W. P. Alien yesterday went
to Dixon Springs.
airs. John W. Dozier has returned
from Chattanooga.
'Mrs. H. H. Loving and 'tittle son
went to Providence yesterday.
Mr. W. F. Morris went to Chicago
last night.
Miss ()meta Reed, of Owensboro, is
visiting Mrs. John Oehist-hiaeger, of
North 'Sixth stliot.
Messes Margaret and SuOti French,
of Jefferson City, Mo., are visiting
Mrs. Reuben Weenie of No:tit Sev-
enth street.
Mrs.P, T.Beckenbeeh and daughter
Miss Etta, have gore, to visit in St.
Louis, accompanied by al AS Etta
Schrader of Mt. Vernon. Old.
Misses Lizzie and Nellie Hooks, of
Redlands, Cal., left that eity yester-
day and will arrive here 11..xt Monday
to visit their sister, al rs Jacob
Straub. of Harrison steel.
Hon. Mike Oliver has gun, to Las
Crute, N. M., to visit hie hi.,tber, At-
torney George Oliver.
Mr. Melvin Wallersteth left last
night for Petoskey amid Other north-
ern health resorts.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Grayot, of
Princeton, were the guests of Col
and Mrs. John e. Hendrick yester-
day.
Mr. Guy Steve. -en left last night
for Green Flay. Wis. Mr. Stevenson
4 -
tr-ict No. 2. which Thomas Bridges
Bons are constructing.
Dr. H. P. Sights returned this mon
Ng from Hendersou, where he was
called by the sudden and serious ill-
ness of Mrs. Sights. Mrs. Sights is
better, butit will be a week before
she is able to be moved borne.
Mr. Jamee Thompson has returned
from St. Louis, after a visit.
Miss Euia Russell, of Nauliville, is
visiting Moe Frank Moore.
Mrs. J. L. _Burradell and son,
Bayne. of South Thirdistreet. return
ed last night after a oltosant visit to
Mrs. Burradell's sister in Cookville
Tenn.
Miss Gaye Belle Netore, of Orlinda
Tenn., who has been visiting In Calmn
and Ft. Worth. Tex., pasted through
Paducah yesterday afternoons-en
route to her home.
Mies Clelia Tillman. of Rives,
Tenn., haat returned home after a
visit to friends and relatives in Pa-
ducah.
Attorney D H. Hughes went to
Murray this morning on business.
Mr. J. W. Collier, formerly fore-
man at the Langstaff-Orme mill but
now of Los Angeles, Cal, In serious-
ly 111. Ills daugbter, Mrs. Tom Orr.
of 1244 South Seventh street, re-
ceived news of his illness yesterday.
Eddie Brahic. the Paducah baseball
catcher, is in the city. He intended
to remain here bet will return to
Herrin, Ill, where he plays with the
semi-professional telm of that city
The team has lost but 5 out of 24
games this season.
Mr. Barksdale Manning. of Wash-
ington sire t, is ill of the grip.
Miss Pearl Thomas. of Mayfield
will arrive Monday to visit Mitre hettta
Puryear, 506 Broadway.
Miss Oina Mitchell, of Dyer, Tenn.
Is visiting her brother, Mr. T. C
Mitchell. 'Visa Mitchell will leave
Sunday for Mayfield to visit before
returning home.
Miss atinitred Cline, formerly of
this city, but now of Nastiviile, Is pre-I
cariousle in of typhoid fever.
Mr, Josopli Wilson, 2Ga Clements
Street, went to Uniontown today to
attend the fair. •
Mr. and Airs. Donnelly, Mrs.
Schultz and Mrs. Ida Haekee of Lou-
isville. are pending a few deo, with
Mrs. John Cattilm, of Monroe street.
Mise Pear: Rice, of Seventh and
Clark strews. has rettrreed from a
ten days' vise to friends in Clarks-
ville ' -
Messrs. C H Groce, superintend-
ent of telegrOph eif-The 11116617 Cen-
tral, and H. R. Safford, chief en-
gineer, are in l'aducah today on prers
ate car No. 4. They are Making an
inspertioti of the Louisville division
of the road.
Mrs. J., J. Mueller encrSirs. liosa
Schimpler, of Louisville. are the
guests of - tee-ft brother, Mr. A. .1
Roth, 5'04 Harahan boulevard.
Mimi Nettie liemmeler and Mias
-Matt Sehupp, of Louisville, are the
guests of Mrs tames T. Leake, of
South Sixth steet.
Fall Races
ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
l'aducali. Ky.
- Sept, 24th, 2150, 26th and
27th..
lan,noo Purses and l'o•miums.
eit et e e iso,
But AR remotes Leaving Broonsville,
Tex., Under Surveillance,
San Antonio, Tex., Aug S.-State
Health Officer Brumby, who was here
today, says that whie all people
leaving Brownsville, Ter, are under'
surveillance for symptoms of deugue
fever, yet no quarantine -exists e-ay-
wbere, The Louisiana board of isealth
has a representative at Brownsville,
who understamas the arrangements
between Texas and leinisiana.
INJURED IN RUNAWAY.
Daughters of l'oniertevittan Byrd
Badly Hurt.
Philadelphia: Mice; Aug. lies-In a
frightful runaway Mimeses Annie. Kata
and Etta Lee Byrd, were thrown
from the buggy and sustained serious
injuries. Each received a broken
limb and considerable bruises. The
accident occurred near Lake Burn-
side, where the voting People had
been fishing. Congressman Byrd and
Hun. Earl Richardson have gone to
their relief. •
GIRLS IUST HE GOOD.
Injunction Granted at Helena
Against Telephone Girl Striktee.
Flea na, Mont., Aug., 8. --Judge
Hunt, in the United States court to-
day, after hearing arguments on the
petition of the Rocky Mountain Bel:
Telephone company, granted a tempo-
rary injunction restraining the labor
unions from boycotting the telephone
company. This.order Is the resue of
a strike cf the woolen telephone oper-
ators.
DRFIADED MEM BERL
BrOntila to San Autteint liv 1/11111M.N.
immigrant
San Antonio, Aug. 8, -- Malsaa lila-
tamita, a Japanese who recently cross-
ed the border and came to San An-
;ono, was taken III on his arrival
here. It developed today that Ile was
suffering from the dreaded tropical
disease, beri-beri. Physlclaus Oat.
LAM 1.maluy.
contagious in c
little danger in temperate zones.
Hee rt •-eil
-They say tIo•-•,.• hap. a \ k• 110.1i t
I hadn't
"YI,", 110.A loot failine %vitt
every eiri he nesees -1,•lohla4
S
Water Koolers
At
HART'S
GOOD and CHEAP
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
'WANT ADS.
Subecribersi ittarrting want ads in
The Sun will kindly remenitor that
all such items are to he paid for
when the ad is inserted, the rule *p-
laytime to ( very one %Wenn- excep-
tion.
MITCHELleS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 &tali Third street.
i . '
SHORT orders a specialty. Pa_ g.e's
resennuits. -
FOR heating mid stovewood
437 F. Levtn.
- 
CLEANING and pree...g neatly 
of 21 and 33; eitleans of the United.  
done James Duffy. Phone 462-a. States,
 of good character anti teni--
ANYTHING in the abort order line 
- perate habits, who can speak, read
at Page's restaurant, 
and write Inngiish. Men wanted now
Hoist With Own Petard.
S.--Feur .anareh'etsi
were wounded today by an
accidental • xplesibn in a bomb facto-
!) an anarchistic grotto
The po::, h • aloptest precaution-
ary mesoures.
No Change in Condition.
This mornit,g there was no change
in the condition of alr. Burnett Nit.h-
els, who Is ill of typhoid fever at his
home at Ogden's landing.
Mrs Charles Krenier, of Louis-
ville, is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Charies,Fisher. 610 Adams street
Mrs. H. Heinnoiler. of Louisville,
is vl,iiinfz Mrs. .1 Will
Don't rtin your legs
off because you'll need
them for trousers, but
come quick as you can.
We've added a new
lot of late arrivals-
forty fancy mixtures two
piece suits. These we
ordered for June-here
it is August, 25 per cent
cut off the price All
blue serges included in
this sale.
.•tie$,s16,(Mtlittn-r
400 41.5 n1eA111606
for service In culla. For information
FteR EARLY breakfast wood, old apply to Recruting Cornier. New Rich-
phone 2361. mend House. Paducah. Ky.
-FOR REN-f--;VOur rootn residence  
805 South Third. -Phone 2.22. e Railroads in Wert Fear Strike.
---WANTK6-Hand to work In dairy. Deliver Aug. 5.- -It is not expect-
Apply t9 C. M. Black, phone 2450. :ed that Martin A. Knapp chairriian
DRY WOOD, old p-honoof thit interstate commerce commis-
ision, and Charles P. Neill, commis-
soutilIsioner of labor, will conic to Denver
in ,connection with the strike situa-
tion on the Colorado and Southern
-FOR SALE--One fresh witch cow: railroad. So far no progfas toward
1617 Broad a settlement has been made, and the
FOR RENT -Apartment in 609 outlook is that the strike will spread.
North Sixth street. Gee. Flawleigh. Grievance committees of the Den-
FOR RENT- House, $8 per ver & Rio Grande and other roads
month. Apply at 441 S. Sixth St. are In the City. and they will make--
a demand for an additional two cents •
('00K cOo WA.NTED--327
Fourth. Chris Liebe!.
1.0ST---Back comb with hatials F.
M. II. engraved on same. Return to
Hank Bros. and receive reward.
--e-O0OeseteiRee•--4P1,---8.11U-ltfilflit-------- -
Three hundred thousand time) cedar
shingles at • $3.50 per lhonsand.
Fooks-Acree Lumber Co. enth and s
Monroe.
WANTED--Timber cutter, mule
teams for hauling logs and lumber.
Good haul, Pay every two weeks.
Old phone 466 215 Fraternity _
building
FOR RENT ORSAL-One-Eleven
room house tor South Sixth street be-
tween Clark arid Washington. Newly
Refitted and in good condition. Apply
- HS A. Petter. -----------------
WANTED-For U. S. army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
WANTED--A cook, .colored pre-
ferred. Either phone 413.
FOR RENT-7---One furnished front- -
room. M: cunvenienees, 837 Jeffer-
son. s
7- --FOR RENT- Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shop. 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
W. I).' BROWN Concrete C intrac-
tor. Ornamental and waterproof
. ere a specialty. Phone 2520.
I•sOft THE BEST sandwiches, chile
sit hot tamales, call xi. 1111/2
euth Third street.
WANTED--To buy feather bed
nil feather pillows. Address 433
ark. Old_phone 217.
WANTED-eSeveral demonst rators
•r high gratle line of specialties.- Call
126 South Fourth street, room 5.
-
FOR SALE-We have two nice
inlets for sale cheap. Paducah
eve Yards. 13th and caldiv-ell.
FOR HICKORY stove wood and
sawdust telephone Robert Smith,
New
STORE HOUSE with dwelling
above, 1103 Third stteet. Apply 705
Kentucky avenue.
r COOTHES cleaned and pressed.
All work guaranteed, Solomon, The
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
01.6-a.
FOR SALE-- Eight good work
sites, four wagons and harness.- -Ap-
-m to Gip Huenands, pn farm south
Paducah.
Wil-EN BUYING HARNOSSIS, Sad -
les tir repair at the Paducah Harness
'Itt Saddle Co., you are getting the
sat. 2,04 Kentucky avenue,
an hour for yardmen. If this is (iodates
tt will either end the present strike
or cause it to spread to other roads.
Every road in- the west is threat-
ened. Sixteen of the largest mines
depending on the Colorado Southern
to handle their products closed down
today. The shutdown win throw
some 2,000 men out of empiov nient.
• W. D. Melton's Femoral.
This ruorteng at 11 oielock the
burial of the late W. D. Melton. who
-was killed lore Tuesday evening by
falling from a street ear, took place
at the New Liberty cemetery The
Rev. Robert Bradfield conducted the
services. Mr. Melton was a member •
of the Methodist chuerti,
canoe Restore Drowned.
Deflince, 0., Aug_ S. --While calico
racing on-the Maumee river today
boats of 'Karl Klotz nerd Viet°, Mar,
fleet became .entangled and both men
were tbrown into the wafer and
drowned.
En Route to Detroit.
Ogden-burg, .N. Y., Aug. q.---The
former Spanish gunboat Don Juan da
Austnisi is en t•oute to Detroit, where
she will be used for prat-rice et ulsinte
by the Michigan naval reserveoreath-
ed here today.
Theatrical Manager-Are those
jokes yon got off your own? Minstrel
Man-You bet they are: I inherited
them from my grandfather: he used
to be in a nenstiel show.-Detroit
Free Press.
"I'm going to out a fender On the
FOR RENT-Three rooms. 311 fron't of my runabout." "So you
Jackeon. suitable for small family. won't run over some one?-"Nope. So
'• eels' on premises or to Jap Toner, It won't hurt the radiator when I
ci Kentucky avenue. do."---Cleveland Plain Dealer.
WANTED--To buy a small Place
asp to cits; suitable for poultry and D R. MILTON BOARD,rden. Addtieur W. N Payne, geo- Office Columbia Buildings •
et delivery, Patiacatt. Ky. ' With 11r. .11. Q. Taylor.
FOR' SAd..F)--imported Hartz Inioneir--Residence, Painwr Bootee
eiintain canaries (Guaranteed sing. (Miele Both pi  17.
si, pair, three flW. Harry Stine Houra-10 to 12; 4:40 to 5:30; 7te
iervIlle. Pbone, fifty, 8; Santlety.• 10 to
•• ti 0TIte..Rev, Henry Roilings, now eat- !wondered why she was absent at such
tg a upsidel course as a roAlcal a moment. The scene was as sharp
Missionary in the New li ork
/ 
Alonefo-,and plain as if 1 had been In the au
A 
-
/vetttic Medical college, xty-third of a playhouse watchiug
Street and Eastern boule rd. has had the ectoiel on the stage. '
an experience whieh only result in the "I sawesty father sink baek on the
postponement of lers actual labore.pillows, and I knew that he was dead.
after hie gradualibn until he can lic: "'Then my second Self, or whatever
:nduced by the/ several psychical so- l yeu see lit to call it, seemed to re-
eieties in the' larger cities to describe solve itself back into po material
- 3he reziorkable mental condition in- body, and 1.awakered, arose from
7o whi he fell. when he saw, as in the bed -end cried out that my father
a vitin his father at the point of eas dead. I was told that I /as suf-
feripg trent nervous prostration and
should return to bed. I obeyed, and
fell asleep for about eight boars.
"When I got up the vision of my
father came to me in my waking
hours with greater vividnees than
When I saw it in my subconeclous
D. J. ADAMS
•
DIES IN CALIFoltSIA W IIIFRE HE
WENT FOR HEALTH.
Penefits Will
_ Surely Come
To Ptidueab from the agitation for
HOME MADE and UNION MADE
ptoducts carried oz by this organiza-
tion. We are gratified to state thatWell Stump Lodge Man Suectunbe to room has been made in at least oneLung Trouble at Los Angeles— trade fur half a doien additionalFueeral,. men, by reason of the increased de-
mand for borne-made goods.
And this has been done only since
we took up the battle In earnest.
We're still fighting for the UNION
LABEL on EVERYTHING — the
badge of honor and the sign of
quality.
'Independence" of the working,
man can NOT be obtained by any
means than through organisation
along regular lines, aud when backed
by a natiouiti orgauization. A non-
union "union" is ahciut as feasible
as graftless politics or a church d
void of religious teaching. ir won't
daineg in the Establiehed church. Ile state. •
work--that's all. $o, Mr. Busluese
came to America with Bishop Built- "Two weeks from that date a let-
Mati. beware of IMMITATIONS and
van, whose ecelesiastleat title was the ter came from England, telling of the
pitAufetei,colonial blotto!, of the Church of Eng-, death of my father .at the exact hour but removed to this section of the
You'll only be humbugged by deal-
land. Hie first experience was among and day when I had seen him, lend state in early youth with his parents. . 
ingwith them, 
_the Hudson Hay Indians. He had.no st•Itti the additional Information that He was 39 years of age July 31, and „
Egg-o-See" breakfast food,- and
superstitions and did not believe in,Juse before he breathed hie last be moved to the city fifteen years ago
"Ntitrito." ceeeal coffee, are UNION
hallucinations except those that (sante :bee seen hie standing at his bedside ,from the county.
He was 
connected
 MADE, and can be had of yopr gm-
from an impaired digestion, so that -The letter announcing my father's with the Prudential Insurance com-
eer. They both have the label. If
his subsequent esp. rienees, attestedideath belt us that the family had re- pany and one of the best known ine
sou use such products at all, esk fefr
as they were by documentary evi-,moved from the old hotuestead to an- suranee men id this end of the 'state.dence, are all the mole stariling. ills otherhouse In Bedfordshire, which l i fie belonged to the Red Med and Odd 
these.whole life had been devoted to studY•!never had seen. Subsequent inquiry l let•Ilows and First Baptist church. Ileand be was -ler-ignorant of bushe Se!sitoued that the moth as I saw it in I.;survised ley a wife and four Paducah TypographIcalforms and procedures that be fell an my strange mental condition was twee hi-others, Messrs. Edward and Johneast victim to Dave llot: to!eieely as it was in fact. My sister's Adams, of Mississippi; Charles Ad-whom he intrusted a sun: of money absence as I learned at the same anis. Nashville, and Monroe Adams,hoended originally for It i•dueation
Remarkable Vision—Man Sees Father
Die Three Thousand Miles Away
dealt when the father was ,3,reto.
Miles away. The death-bed scene
was corroborated two weeks later in
every detail In a fetter trent England
says the New York World.
Dr...Hollings re-stetted his theologi-•
eal educetiou in England, and was or-
of his oral in eoilege. tolpreisien *upon
what he deposited in the Federal : no-es."
bank, he turned oier $7tin In lee!
to the president of the bank wits. .
taking any reeeist. ' • - I
After his in% est meets with tie
Rothschild gang had about tanposer-
ished him, he went to Ito4 heater and
was appointed (.4r:tie of St. Andrew's
part-h, of whfsh the Rev Aliternoe
S. Crapsey, subsequently eotivieted of
heresy for denying the physical resur
reetion of the % tor. %:iF the rector
De Rolling); said recetel:,:
"My father was Godfrey Rollinge,
of Bedfordshire. England, and le•-
tween us the tie of canuangeinev :
was strong. ,We kept In coastantesent ,
.ere 
knew al my trials and all lie, tri-
umphs- if I had any. After a par-
ticularly arduous day, I threw myself
on e bed, exhausted I fell free • I
her froui whi.h I was awakened I,
vid pieture. sat up In the le
and saw no tether as dietteetty as
ever saw hint iti no life nod- heard
him Call 'My ho:-, nts boy, I am
dying.' t Nsi
' "The pieture that was patented to; Otatey l'ieiter-twito tut never seen ame was That of my father lyint hulngint hut nate:. beetle before)-1 done killbed in a room 1 Mil not recognize. I i dat tweet anyNysy.7-Sketth. _(ould tell bytlhe renerat
!see es • 17 it''!' ‘1 :1 1! Tin. rren.ng
I Stun—tne. a week.
Him- end which made a maritetrint- a carpenter of this city One sister
Union No. 134.
me, was due to ill.- Miss Alice Adams, of this *aunty.   ___
surviees him. - The body will be GRAVEL PITbrought here for burial. 
OF Fivrii SKELETON'S.
.----------
Out of Danger.
NOM
1 
SAVE
TIME  and  MONEY
C001( WITH GAS
It is clean; it  is cool;
it is pleasant. Don't
put it off; try it now. "
The Paducah Light
and Power Company
• 
. i
•
News of the death of Mr. D. L.
Adams last Thursday intos Angeles
Calf, reached the,city last night and
was received with great regret. Notice
came first to his lodge, the Ingleside
lodge lof Odd Fellows, and later to
his brother-in-law, Mr. S. T. Randall,
the insurance man. Mr. Adams had
been a sufferer from lung trouble
for years, and went west for his
health in May, locating In Los Ange-
les, Cal. lie was little benefited, his
trxinelition 144'0-Wing more serious af-
ter his departu•e,
He`was born in central Kentucky,
STK% \(.E WILL.
Bloomington, III.. Aug. 8.—The
probating of the will of Col. Thomas
Is causing lively .intesest in
Ceetral Illinois and Northern lows
where he had inve-ettneuts and prop-
erty valued at appeuxitnately $2,-
000,000.
Of five %.1111dreia. only _ one-
44,4.4,44 resieei,s,f-efioten,
lug. Yet Col, Snell' cut off his only
1.011 entirely. In fact, the entire et,-
tate is put in trust and is got. to be
dietributed until 'evenly years after
the death of the youngest heir. The
youngeit daughter of Mrs. William]
V. Dinsmore, of San Jose, Cal., is thei
youngest heir at law, and ebould she!
live-until seventy years of age, the;
estate will remain In trust for twenty'
years longer tha nthat, or- ninety
years.
It is estimated that if the inten-
trons.of the testator are carried out
to the letter and the estate not divid-
ed for seventy-five or a hundred
sears. It will, with its present earn-
ings amount to close to a billion dol-
lars,
The heirs at law will attempt to
'show that the eccentricity of the tes-
tator incapaciated him' froinemaking
i an equitable distributifin of his prop-
lerty, and they will neck to have the
will set aside. In this they will be
strongly aided by the known mental
and physical failings of Col. Thomas
Snell. Shrewd:Close and grasping by
esture, he was at times- fettefful and
i
flighty.
In war times he proposed the sack-
trig and burning of Louisville because
some of the residents refused to quar-
ter the Union troops in their house-
holds. For this he was put in jail by
Gen. Boyle,
Col. Snell made his first big money
building railroads, starting with the
Illinois Central, when it was first
usojetctecl South from Freeport. He
built SOO miles of that road and after
ward 1:tit miles of a, number of other
roadst. Later he turned hia atten-
tfon to manufacturing, banking and
bind investments.
RUSSIAN EDITOR/4 ARE WARNED
tkimment About the Emperor Bay Be
Followed by Puniehmente
St. Petersburg, Aug. S.—All ed:-
have been notified that they refl-
.:. r themselves liabM to fine and Tin-
prisonment by publishing without
permission anything about the emper-
or er the_ememletne of the imperial
family. or any comments upon a trial
before the rendering of-the verdict.
This order Is inspired by fear of pub-
lic criticism that might be Marie dur-
ing the comieg trial of the persons ac-
cused of being implicated in last
month's plot against the emperor.
Current Carried in Tape.
George 'Weeener, efnp!oyed by the
w' York and New Jersey Telephone
Tepany, was instantly killed acre
s afternoon by eleetrielty. The
it was remarkable in that ihe cur-
e, was carried to hen flirt:Mich a
!eturing tape made of linen or cot-
and coated with. shellare There
no metal ,on the tape.
Wesener was aselstant to a man
ri was makiwg measurements in
sneetit with alterations in a rralp
.t. He had one end of the tape, and
man ascended a pole with the oth-
When the measurement had been
!•• the rnan aloft' let go the tape
dropped, but in falling struck
high tenalog wires used to carry
ever to! the Glen Cove trolley line,
sis wire carried 12,000 vo:t*. Wel-
ler wee winding up the tape and as
other end of the line slip along
e wire for a moment he stiffened
it and fell. He *as dead when a
,ehyelelan strived tram , the NRAira
nospital, a short distance awe'
Mineettpeas dlitpatcb.•
Sioux Falls, 8, D., Aug. 8 —Skele-
tons are being found in a gravel pit
from which the Chlsago, Milwaukee
lz St. Paul Railroad company Is ob-
taining ballast for Its extension
through Western South Dakota from
the Missouri river to the Black Hills.
The gravel pit is situated on the east-
ern end of the extention, near the
town of Oacoma, and but a short dis-
tance from the Misouri river. In the
neighborhood of fifty human skele-
tons have Hoer far been unearthed.
Mere of them-were UMW At a
ept of from 4 to 8 feet beneath the
surface of the ground, and all were
buried In either a standing or sitting
poeture. The majority of the skele-
tal's are those of people of a small
stature, mt4th below the present
North Ainerlean Indiana.
One skeleton, hover, is that Of a
man who In life must have been fully
7 feet in heighth. In close proximity
to the skeleton of this giant were
four implements of copper and bone,
these being found in•earb of the
graves near that of the giant, while in
another grave was discovered a cop-
per idol about 11. inches in length.
JILTED GIRL COMMITS SUICIDE
Ends Life In Watering Trough Be-
cause Ennaginient Is Broken.
Joliet, Ill., Aloe 8.—Ada Smith,
daughter of Amos Smith, a farmer of
Plainfield, was found dead ,early to-
day in thq watering trough at her
father's fn . A note left by the girl
declared that the cause of her desire
to end her lice was that Ralph Matis4
er, the son of a wealthy neighbor,
had broken his etigagenient to her.
Ohio's Oldest Man I* Dead,
Tiffin. Ohio. Aug. 8.—Jefferson
Scott, 113 years old, undoubtedly the
oldest man in Ohio, is dead at the
Seneca county infirmary, where he
had been for thrice years, Certificates
Issued by North Carolina declaring
Seott to be a freeman show that he
seas born on July 4, 1794, In Halifax
county, that state. From the same
source it- is learned that his father
was a full blood Cherokee Indian,
and his mother a mulatto.
Real heroes act as their own press
agents
A Breath From
the Woodland
What is more delightfully re-
freshing 4,r more. Suggestive of
freshness than the true odor of••
-some fragrant flower? Our Mock
of tirie perfumes is a source of
real pleasure to any one who op.
predates the refinement which
dainty perfumes Indicate. The
stock enibracee Such famous
°doss as
lioubigant's Ideal beky
Le Trejle
Roger & Gallet
Parma Wood Violet,
SEE WINDOW stiow
Will J. Gilbert-
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77.
Agent for OriginhrAllegretti
Candies
CRIMINAL
PROSECUTIONS WILL BE INSTI-
TUTED Mill:SST OFFICIA114.
Vino% Dispatch Says Harriman inter-
est,. Will I' • in for At-
tention.
New York, Aug. dispatch to
the Times from Lepox, Mess., says:
';That criminal prosecutions will
be und(rtaken in the near future as
a result of the interstate commerce
commission's investigation of the Mar
rimau railroad systole. was the in-
formation obtained here upon author-
ity this afternoon, on the eve of the
return of Attorney General ' Bona-
parte to Washington.
Bonaparte, in response to a ques-
tion, expressed' the opinion that "a
better moral effect would be pro-
duced by sending a few prominent
men to jail than by a great deal of
litigation, however suecessful. against
the corporations they controlled.
"It Is the avowed purpose of the
department of justice to prosecute
criminally ay one really responeible
for violations of -ate) anti-trust law
'wherever it can do so with any rea-
eonable probability ef success. „It
does not care to prosecute mere un-
derlings who are knowtsto every one
to have acted wader- the d4reet au-
thority of their superiors. But If it
or get a ease against any of the
superiors such as justifies a reason-
elite hope on the part of experienced
lawyers that he call be punished per-
sonally the department will undoubt-
edly take advantage of the oppor-
tunity as soon as it is presented."
Pointe.
-1 don't see What the fellows see in
her to get stnek ea."
"1111.-itTe haft her good polntiC"—Phii-
atteiphin
SMUGGLER CL E V ER.I. N A BRED
--
Marshal eGta Cherie% Wallace on U.
S. Territory,
St. Igna e• Aug. S.—Chieyf
Deputy Unit..01 States Milrehal Ed
O'Donnell, who was sent to Sault Ste.
Marie to arrest John Louis Eandei-
man on the charge of panting coun-
terfeit Canadian bills, killed two
birds with one stone when he captur-
od Charles J. el'allace, charged with
smuggling, And whom the entire cus-
tom house rats* of the Soo. the mar-
idlers force and all local officers had
been seeking to entice on Tmerican
territory for more than a year.
Wallace. was charged with smug-
gling lenses, stereopt }eon supplies and
other optical goods int() this country.
There is +5 per rent duty on this Ci1116
of geods, and it was a profitable
business. it in 'asserted. W.
knew of the warrant, and every
and subterfuge had been tried by
local authorities without avail to, is
him across.
Representing that he wanted '
gage a photographer to go to i
key to take views for stile among
resqrters. O'Donnell engaged 1Vala
in a telliphone conversation. Wals
was suspicious at first and is
at the officer. But O'Donnald
asked to be referred to some other
ghotographer. Wallace's suspicions
were quieted; he agreed to come ova!:
on the next ferry and did so. Th,
officer met him at the appointed spot
He said he had no use for a pheto-
grapher, but held a warrant for Wal-
,lace. It li said that Wallace was
,was so angry at himself that he wept.
He called himself a fool and an idiot
,and a few other uncomplimentary
'names. He was examined .and
hound over under beat in the sum of
1 $1,041e, which he wall unable to pirn
,
Sandelman, It is alleged, was one
of the fences for the distribution of
tha-apurious CanadTan currency turn-
ed over by the band of counterfeiters
recently rounded up by the British
authorities in Canada.
• Settee a Patient; Loses Life,
Elgin, 111., Aug. 8.--Dr. Leonard S.
Taylor, one of the most successful
surgeons of tile west, died today giv-
ing his life as a sacrifice to his pro-
fusion. In May he performed an op
eration which saved his patient's life
but which has resulted in-his losing
his own life. In sewing up a wound
after ten operation for necrosis Dr
Taylor pierced- his thumb, with 'the
needle. - He applied the usual rem-
edy, but the poison entered the blood
and his whole body wart affected. Dr.
Tas tor was 40 yews old, He Is sur-
vived by his widow and three chil-
dren. e
y•-..
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A Man is Known by the Tele,
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
demands of the best people.
EAST TENNES§fE TELEPHONE CO.
 11111111.1111•14111.1.111111SANIIIMMOSIMs
CITY TRANSFER CO
New located at
Olatuber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds ef hauling.
TEL MeV 499
wAe4eeesaaasegar' .1•1+1018
itoRINsoN CRUSOE'S GUN.
41•04els44s14).:**disliCsbiliker.eiei244202C2e..
Robinson Crusoe's gun, the identi-
-ety weapon that Wes the mainstay of
that lonely sailor during his castaway
life on t`rusoe here in Phil-
adelphia, the jealously guarded prop-
erty of Miss Hylda H, Whites, of Tit
North Thirtyi fourth street.
The recent discovery of that fact
is causing rbe wealthy descendants
of Alexander Selkirk, whose advent-
ures we're tho basis of Daniel De
Foe's famous story, no little tineasi-
n1)68.
British magazines, since the relic
ties bc•en traced to Aruerica, have
printed several articles, in which it is
described as "rusting uneared for and
alone in an atic of some unappresia-
thc Yankee," and many overtures
have been Made to its present owner
to purchase it, the price offered being
much kiaker2thaa. :Hutt .or
As long as the average woman's ins
stinct is in g4ad working ordi•r- she
doesn't have aby,,ese for brain power.
--Chicago News,
Prellident Davis, of the t7olifeder
acy, believed. that the presence or
children brought him luck.
Instead of the attic trouble the
Selkirk relatives, the•gun occupies a
place Of honor in tlte beautiful home
of one of West wealth-
iest women, and the papers, showing
the autheottelts_aLita—pate,
locked up carefully In the vaults of
a local truet company.
Miss White has had the gup for
more than thirty years. The story
of her ownership is unique, and gives
the relic. In her eyes at least, an add-
ed value.
Forty years ago a distant cousin
left Philadelphia for a tour of Eng-
land and SSotland. Knowing Miss
White's penchant, for collecting old
things, he kept his eves open for odd
bits, and many a piece in Miss White's
large collection came from him.
While In Lassa, t. • c:e.-fashioned
Fifeshire town In which -Alexander
Sr 'Irk wr,s born, he noticed In pass-
fw.; lay a cottage that a•laalaii,
was In Apt pk.:4:-.09100 wie was being
dispos.sessed for Con-payment of rent.
H. went in and when the old gun
was offered, together with the papers
proving its identity, became an ex-
cited bidder, finally carrying it away
with hits after haring paid lien to'
the auctioneer.
Several hours
came to the hotel
later a• messenger
where he was stay-
ing with a letter. The communice-
tion was from the auctioneer, who
wrote that a wealthy relative of the
Selkirk fatuity had authorised him to,
offer the purchaser ii!the gun $320,
double Ole Klee paid.
Loath to take the heirloom from
the Fatally that was evidently 'so
highly mized, he said. thet if the
would-be purchaser 'mould meet him
at the dolt the next day he would
give up the gun, The ZelitIrk repre-
sentative did not turn up. and the
gun sailed for Amen --a to be present-.. 
eelto iii present owner.
In the last few years Miss White
has had letter after letter from Nu g-
111144 40111W-Ot $ims- off•••40eglwr -weed
I •
•
•
44
5-
lutrinsically the gun is not worth
fifty cents. It he of a pattern inveut-
ed In the year 1670, a firelock.
In the days when such weapons
were used the gun was loaded al-
44teemussie-witirpowtterr7-witti
a little placed in a flash pan near the
hammer. Allen the hammer descend
ed it strukk a piece of flint, ignited
the powder in the pan, and the wea-
pon was discharged.- Philadelphia
Ninth American. '
Mime Virginia Lee Engaged,
RI;hinond, Va., Aug. 8.--Mrs. Fitz-
hugh latko.has announced the engage-
ment of her daughter, Virginia, to
Lieut. John Carter Montgomery,' of
the United Mates army. Mies Lee is
the youngest daughter -of Mrs 7 Lee
and the late Gen. Fetshugh Lee.
'The Itveolne Sue-10e. • week,
GUY NANCE ff SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah, By.
American-German National Bank
.r; 
Capital .. • ... e • • Se.30,000.(10
Surplus and undivided profits   100,000.00
Stockholders liability   •  280,000.00
Total 
Total resources
a • • • • al • • ••  .S3410,000.00
  , .11108.1,458.23
DIRECTORS:
W. P. Bradshaw, of "Bradshaw & Bradshaw. Attorneys: J. A.
Bauer, I% holesale Pottery; bouts F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
Wholeaale Drugs; H. A. Fetter, of H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke., of C. H Rieke & Song:Wholesale Dry Goods;
Mascot, Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...,
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President,
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
•
a green itamp on the neck of the
bottle: This counts for nothing with-
out merit and quality is in the bottle.
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies
Very freqUently the most inferior
goods depend on their sale by haihrig
Early Times
And
Jack aeam 
Is nine sumPriers.old. The gov-
merit stamp will so indicate.
t4
Till AFGPST N. ITTE PADUCAH EVYNING SUN PAMC MCVEY. *
`MN.*
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
"%ladder Diseasea.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and ono hes
Will cure any ordinary case of Rid-
ley or bladder trouble. Removes
&ravel. curse Diabetes. Seminal
-111,mtssions, Weak land Lana* Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
Men and women. Sold at 60 cents
per box eu the ne cure no pay balls
by hicPaerson's Drug store, Fount'
• Ind Sroadway sole agent for Facia-
lab, or sent by mail upon recetpt of
price by Lark Medicine CO-. Louie-
PM". KIr.
WOR
"I had for years suffered from whatrodt•a1 Dios
ealirdilsPeorla and Catarrh df Mee Stomach. laAuto • i purview...4 oboe ottIrwiewietstuede5rar
artard to Mad that 1 "hilid w lag.minor ng mass left me. Judge oar doeki cur.
pri when I abowea hint thIrty feerikineacitliar
day,the r..tual tides( abuts tthe asn.e liattAinf a tapetoom that had Wan pploa toy attallty tor years.3 ha e 
.a
tho hsrs of ti.,.ith moit sines. I %MAICMS Watt/monist! wiii &vocal to other eaferete."Clio., It I k Int Dialatty Plass.
*est Yk:lattelphli. ea,
beat For
The bowels
Pliesaana, PaletWe, Potent Two flood. Do Good,Sower t';`,Itan, Weaken or Grine. It, he. Me. Matte- told in The grimly. tablet mamma C C Q.II sarloot,eed to care or your amour/ hart.
, Sterling Remedy CP., Chicago or N.Y. gga
ANNUAL SALE, TEl MUSS BOXES
•
41
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eitik ham WWI
*Im Me di kw uneaten.
diertioramaalkaiseatioar
--Mattatimass-matemattim..-.
THE LION AND
THE MOUSE.
amour. minw. By CHARLES KLEIN.
,4 Story of 4merican Life Novelized From the Ploy by
21RTHUR HORNbLOW.
COPYRIGHT. i)06. BY G. V 'DILLINGHAM COMPANY.
(l'untinued from last issue.)
CHAPTER VIII.
WHIRLING maelstrom of hu-
man activity and dyiummie en-
ergy- -the city which above ull
others is characteristic of the
geniula and virility cif the Arnerienn
peopTe-New York, with Its 'congested
polyglot population find teeming nee
IMus, is assuredly one of the busiest as
it is one of the most etretwous a,pd
most noisy places on earth. Yet, de-
spite Its swarming streets and crowd-
ed whops, ceaselessly thronged with
men and women eagerly hurrying here
and there in the pursuit of busluess or
rtlusive pleasure, all eluitterinc laugh-
ing, shouting amid the deafening, mut-
Honied!' rear if traffic incidental to
Gotham's daily life, there in one part
If the greet inetropoles where thercis
no bustle, no noise, no crowd, where
the streets are empty even in daytime,
where a passerby lea curiosity and a
phenomenon. This deserted
v▪ illage in the very heart of the big
town is the millionaires' district, the
boutittfrles eaf which are marked by
Cernegle hill en the north. Fiftieth
Street on the south, and by Fifth
Madison avenues respectivelmen t
West and east. There Is nothift more
tiaouruful than the outward aspect of
these princely residences which: aban-
di lied and empty for three-quarters of
the year, stand in stately loneliness, as
if nsbaniol of their Notation mid litter
ueelessness. Their blinds drawn, af-
fording uo Witt of life within, envel-
oped the greater 'part of the time in
the tillness gad silence of thp tomb.
they appear to be Tinder the &zit of
Bagley, Mr. Ryder's ailetocratic .pri-
rate secretary, and to facilitate this
yreliminary Inapection there had been
metalled between the library upstairs
tud the front-door one of those ingen-
ous atlantic writing deviees, such as
ire used in banks, on which a mune is
textile scribbled, instantly transmitteil
sisewhere, immediately wise eyed aua
lie visitor promptly aNnitted or as
peekly shown the door.
Jefferson did tiot havr to Hug At the
mternal portal. The seutinel
was at his post. No one could appessach
:hat door without being sena and his
ti-rival awl appearance being signaled
fast:111-s. But the great man's san
nettled the list of the privileged ones.
to witheut ado the smartly (freesia()
1 /*key opened wide the drirliA, tttiti
'efferent was under his father's roan
"Is my father in?" he &madded of
be man,
"No. sir," was the re peetful
'Mr. „Ryder has gone itut drIvIna, but
11r. Bagley -1a upstairs," Then after a
Oder pause he added, "Mrs. Ryder 1e
n too."
Jet:Carson went up Vie fraud staircase
tong on el ther-aNe- with tine old ire -
:nits awl rare tapeetrice, his feet sink-
ing deep In the rkb velvet cacpet. On
lie first landing u-as a pie-ie of sculls-
hired marble of Weenie:dile worth. s
teen-in the soft warm light that sifted
hroligb a great pictorial set:ilea glass
vinciew overhead. the subject rearta
tentiug Ajax anti Ulysses contending
'it the armor of Achilles. To the ht
• this, at the tap of another night
fent:Mg to the library, was blang it One
eel length portrait of Jobe Rue:Lett
:Oder. Time ceilings here n.r.in tti
azArluatiwt#041001-11Mai4ia4orued
  yallinJeew am.x4ofit eit
Intl rlICIAM1Mtattlr. ,•10 poon.not.a.-.
P111414ttakil Natal ertanagassas,
tort ;1, pieta eiregepe
ley •teresit, worm& ito
Its-. -1
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS. ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop..
Ilrweert and best hotel in the cite
Kates 1$2.410. Two large sample
tonna. Rath roving. Electric Lights
the only centrally located Hotel hi
Ite city.
COSUME,RCI.1.1., PATRONAGK NO
1.1t-ITED.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
- wiTH Dr, King's
New Discovery
FUR di'oucHs
mhoOLDS Irtiat Bottle Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED RATISFACTOR
OR. MONEY B.EFUNDED.
VANEIVILLS, PADUCAH. AND
MIRO LIN&
gettaityllle sad Padua l Packets.
(Ineorpo rated).
(Dal, y Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and-",fohn
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans.
Ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excunalon rate now In et
feet from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.60. Elegant musts on tba
boat Tabl • unsurpassed.
STRAMER DICK. FOWLICII•
Leaves Paoucah-for Cairo and WS)
landings at 8 a. m. sharps, daily, ex.
Sept, Sunday. Special excursion rats
now in effect from Paducah to Caarc
end return, with or without meals
and room. Goed music and table um
aurpaased
For further Information▪ apply tat
I. A. Fowler General Pass. A gent, or
-Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-CruMbaugh & Co'a. ease
lifeh plows Mo. le.
ST. LOUIS AND TENN ESSEE
RIVER PACKET COUPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
STWIIER .CLTIE
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Itiver
Every Wednosday at 4 p. rn,
.6. W. WRIGHT.... ....... Master
RUGENIll' ROBINSON Clerk
• .iThit• company Is- wet . responsible
for involce charges unless colleced by
'the'Plerk nf *Orr -
Special excursion rates from Patin.
tah to Waterloo. Fere or the rotted
apip . Leseree Paducah every
p,aetese lay et, 4 n 131,
:Alldren romp in their earefully rifled
off gardens, no sounds of conversation
or limighter come from their hermetic-
ally closed windows, not a soul goes
In or out; At' most. at rare intervals.
does one catch a ellueve of a gorge-
Ebtl. y firrneeti setaailirlifolug about- In
ghostly Dishiest, superel ions and sen-
:lotto and addressing the '-ha ace vliticor
In awed whispers as though he were
the guardian of a house of affliction.
It is, indetki, like a city of the dead.
So it appeared to Jefferson as he
eaiked up Fifth avenue. busiest for the
Ryder residence, tile day following his
arrival from Europe. Although he still
lived at his father's house, for at no
time had theae been go open rupture,
he often slept in his studio, finding it
more convenient for his work, and
there he had gene straight from the
ship. He telt, however, that it was his
ditty to see hie mother as soles as Fos-
sil:de; besides he was anxious to fulfill
his promise to Shirley end flail what
his father could do to help Judge Ross-
more. Ile had talked about the enee
with several men the pree4Ious evening
at the club, and the general impression
seemed to be that, guilty or innocent.
the judge would be driven off the
bench.
Europe, thought Jefferson . as he
strode quiekly along, painted. with en-
ry to America's unparalleled prosper-
lty, spoke with hated breath of her
great forUmes. Bather should they
,ay her gigantic robberies, her coloaaal
frauds! As a nation' we were not
proud of our multilnillionaires. How
many of them would bear the search-
light of investigation? Waled Lila own
Tattler? How many millions could ona
man make by benefit methods? Amer-
ce was enjoying unprecedented pros-
aerity.not bemuse of her milltonairee.
but In omit, of them. The United
states owe-1 its high rank In the family
af nations-,to the country's vast natural
•esourcee. its tuexhaustiblo vitality. its
great wheattields, the industrial aud
mechanic-al genius of its people. It
was the plain American citizen who
had made the greatness of America;
not the millionaires who, forming a
.11ass by themselves of nuserupuloua
mpitalists, had created an arrogant
alligarchy which s'Ought to rule the
nointry by- corrupting the legisleture
Ind the judiciary. The plutocrats--
these were the leeches, the sores ill the
oudy politic. An ierganized band of
ortobbers, they had succeeded in domi•
aating legislation and in securing cob-
trot of every branch of the natIou's in-
lustry, -crushing _mercilessly and ille-
gally all competition.
Jefferson 'turned abruptly and went-
ap time wide steps of an imposing white
marble edifice which took up 1151 space
If half n city block. .A fine example'
X' Frentelf renaissanee nrchneetaire.
with spire roofs, mend turrets and
mullioned windows dominating the
leighboring houses, this magnificent
some of the pintocht, with its -fur-
aishinge anda art treasures, bad oast
lohn Burkett trffer nearly $10.000.000.
ft was one of the show places of the
!Dien, and n the artiblaerneck"
;Ion and t e guides thriaugh their meg-
re
wagons a roached die Ryder man-
tphoests expittinted In a weetrieken •
tones on its eateruni and hidden beau-
:tete there was a general craning of
rertei,rae among tbe "seeing New
Yorkers" to eateh a glimpse if the 4
thode of the riebeet aunt in tile wort
A few pviyilegost woe Veto ON r
aermitted to Penetrate to the Interior
if this $10.000,000 home. Ryder was
aot fowl of company: he avoided
itrengers end lived in continual store-
ienition of the touttpoena server. Not
-tat he retired the law, only he initially
!,,und It iiteoneenleiltot.v 11115.70r 'I
ions' It asiort Ittider Oath, The expitelt
lastrections to the iteavents, therefore,
-irere'to admit no One nyder any pre-
y.xt Whatever DOWD, the eisiter had
al. te ta.- IT a eareao
ate. When he reached this tio9r Jet'
'Orson was attottt to turn to the rigbe
md proostel direct to les-urbtlier's suit
eben ht. hesnl a voice near the library
loan It was Mr. Bagley giving in-
 ariteeens to the butler. 
Hen. latTray Bagley. n a-attunes' 
ton of a Bradt pear.. had Left his
-aentry for hie etneitryn; gaod, and iii
wder to tutu an bout penny. waleh
'att hall never ancceeded in &ming at
ionic, he had 4.:Iteml_lhe service of
&merle:as loretnoW' fitianci'er, hoeine
a ember a fee: of tbe crumbs that fell
'root the rich Male and dl•guis-
cc the meelal itentt-tt of his position
it the high eomitletta title (if ite-
rate seen-tar". His job called for a
my and a toady. mid be ffilts1 thee, re-
ptiremert adminibly. Exeeptine with
aim etuployar, of whonm be steal In
craven tear, his manner wan eunde-
acesuliegly patronizing to all with
whom he came in contact. as if he were
anxious to Impress on these American
piebelaus the signal houer which a
Fitzroy, son of a` British peer, tiiii
them in deigning to retuain in their
"blarsted" country. him Mr. Itytier's
absence, therefore, he ran the house
to suit himseta, bullying the servants
and nor infrequently issuing orders
that were contradictory to those al-
ready given by Mrs. Ryder.
Jefferson rould not bear the sight of
bitn. In fact. It was this Ulttli.8 eon-
Intern presence in the hone,.- that had
driven ham to seek refuge elsewhere.
Ile believed him lb be se scoundrel as
lie certainly was a cad. Nor was his
estimate of the English 'secret-icy far
wrong. The man, like his master, wag
a grafter, and the particular graft he
was after now Was either to make a
marriage xvith a rich American girl or
to so compromise her that the same end
would be attained. He *as shrewd
enough to' realize that be had Ilatle
chance to get what he wanted In the
alum matritnonini market. so he deter-
mined to attempt a raid nett efirry off
an deli.rss ' • • 'ii
For this:,
CHAFING DISH
..••••
Denatured
We take pleasure in announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol fur our trade. It is to
be used, for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory fue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of Its
offensive - odor. Next time try
it in yOur chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion km you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEA D'S, for no other,
Paducah druggist handles It.
moth Phones 756.
1-6e pt. and laottle; 5c rebate
, for bottle,
25c I Ptioahd bottle: 1,00 rebate
for bottle.
38c 2 pt. and bottle; 100 rebate
for bottle.
5.11. WiNSTEAD
howl knits on Trttigone Ord6s.
• Seventh and Broadway,
the particular proboscis, a.• bed wieet.
ad was that of his employer's -friend,
Senator Roberts. The senator and
Miss Roberts were frequently at the
Ryder house, and in course of time the
aristoerutie secretary and the daugh-
ter had beCome quite intimate. A
flighty' girl, with no other pornose in
life beyond dress and amusement and
having wbat she termed "a good time,"
Kate thought it excellent pastime to
flirt with Mr. Bagley. and wheu she
discovered that he was serious in bit:
'attentions she felt flattered rather than
Indignant. After all, she argued, he
was of noble birth.- If his two broth-
ers died, he would be peer of England,
tied she bad enough money for both.
He might not make a bad husband.
But idle waa careful to keep her own
counsel and not let her father Cave
any suspicion of what was going on.
She knew that his heart was set on
her marrying Jefferson Ryder, and she
- knew better than any one how impos-
sible that dream was. She herself liked
Jefferson quite enough to marry him,
but if his eyes were turned in another
direction-and she knew all about ins
attentions to Miss Rossmore-she was
not going to break her heart about it.
So she continued to dirt secretly with
the-Hon. Fitzroy while he still led the
Raders and her own father to think
that she was intereeted iu Jefferson-
"Jornins," Mr. Bagley was saying to
the butler, "Mr. Ryder still occupy the
library on hie return. See that he is
not disturbed."
"N'ery good, sir." The butler bowed
and went downstairs. The secretary
looked up and saw Jefferson. His face
reddened, and his manner grew uerv-
ous.
'Mello! Back from Europe, Jeffer-
son? How jolly! Your neither will be
delighted. She's in her nage upstairs."
Declining to take the hint and gath-
ering (rota Bagley's- emletrettoied man-
ner that* wanted to get rid of flan
Jefferson lingered purptatay, When
the butler had dittappeared, he saki:
"This house is getting more and
more like barracks every day. You've
got men all over the place. One can't
move a step without failing over one."
Mr. Bagley drew himself up stiffly,
as he always did when assuming tett
sir of authority.
"Your father's personality, demands
the utmost precaution," he replied.
"We cannot leave the life of the rich-
est and most powerful financier in the
world at the mercy of the rabble." '
ratnete?" lelpeted -Jefferecar-
amused.
"The common rabble, the lower class,
the riff-raft" explained Mr. Bagley.
"Pstiaw!" laughed Jefiersein. "If our
financiers WPM only half ns respecta-
-aelemei-hearetiosessiare-bisle, as yeti rail 
them, they would need no loam to their
!lenses."
Mr. Bagley sneered amid shrugged his
shouldem.
"Your father has warned me against
your soctiatist ic v We." T heti, w it 4 a
lofty air, he added: "For four years I
was third groom of the bedchamber to
the second son of England's queen.
know my responsibilities."
ninut you are not groom of the bed-
chamber here." retorted Jeffeenon.
"Whatever I am," said Mr. lIngiey
haughtily. "I am answerable to your
father alone."
"By the way, Rafeey," naked Jeffer-
son, "when do you except father to be-
turn? 1 want to see hint,"
"I'm afraid it's quite impossible," an-
swered the secretary with studied In-
solenee. "lie has three importeet peo-
ple to see beton* dinner. There's the
natienal Republican committee and
Sergeant Ellison of the eeeret service
from Washington, all here by appoint-
ment. It's quite impossible."
"I didn't attic you If it were possible.
I said I wanted to see him, rind I will
see Min" answered Jefferson quietly,
but firmly and in a tone aud manner
which ditl not admit of further oppoal-
Hon. "I'll go and leave word for him
on his desk," be added.
He started to enter the nrary when
the secretary, who was elsialy per-
turbed. attempted to bar his way.
"There's some one in there," he said
In an undertone. "Someone waiting
for your father."
"Is there?" replied Jefferson coolly.
"I'll see who it is." with which be
brushed past Mr. Bagley and entered
the library.
He had guessed aright. A woman
Was there. It was Kate Roberts.
"Hello. Kate! How are you?"  Jef-
ferson di" bled to say nothing of the
interrupted tete-a-tete, but mentally he
resolved to spoil Mr. Basney's game
rind save Kate from her own folly. On
aearlug his voice Kate turned and
gave R little cry of genuine surprise.
"Whya is it you. Jeff? I thought nou
were In Uerope."
returned yesterday," he replied
Nimewlint curtly. He crossed over to
HORSEMANSHIP
FOR PROMOTION
.,••••
President'sSuggestion
lowed in Examinations
18 Yoto' Suss= Indorsed balunaess Roe Incorporated. $300.(XX3.00 Capital
29 Colleges ia it, Saito. Inca I. Itra.igheu. arcs,
Sale Reliable
PRACTICAL BUSINESS
Ki,ovra as tht Up-to-Date Business Schools
Po,41T1()Ni4 SECURKI) or MONEY REE1'NDED 
/3400.11
t
Fol_ FREE B yL kaadeA cornea IN hook- Iles! Pnallsb. or Itiustrattaa FUEL by MAILMAI
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bo l Da n 111,.! , I'll % persons In each county, og l toat l.
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.tinended Pleadings in Poutler Trust
Came, lumen iug Recent Act'
of Du Posits.
ettalE 1)1S.11'1'EAlt.
bis father's desk, where be sat down to
scribble a few words, while Mr. Bag-
Icy, who had followed him in, scowl-
ing, was making frantic dumb signs to
Kate,"I fear I ..Article here," said Jeffen-
son pointedly.
(%, dear_ an, 4tTt 5at aU," replied
Kate in some ctinfusioua el was w4i,
ing for my father. How islaarlar Rile
aaktel.
"Lovely as ever," be answered.
"Did you have a good time?" she In-
quired.
"I enjoyed It immensely. I never
had a better tine,"
"You probably were in good com-
pany," she said significantly. Then
she added: "I believe Mies Rossmore
wag in Paris."
"Yes, I think she was there," was his
noncommittal answer. s
To change the conveeintIon, which
was beeoming decidedly personal, he
picked up a book that was lying on him
tether's desk and ginneed at the title.
It was "The Antertean Octopus." --
"If you'll excuse me, I'll go and pay
'my filial respects upstaireal said Jefs
ferson. "I'll see you again." Ile gave
Kate a friendly nod, and without even
glancing at Mr. Bagley left the room.'
(to be eronintiled in next blame.)
s (bawling atteigy-jooking
*teak --And what will you have to
foilow, sir? AIllerjelitt Cuttonter-In-
' on. I tici:s!-
Washington, Aug. 8.-Practical
application tif Piesiaeut Roosevelt's
sugge,tions for the improvement and
development of horsemanship in the
army is being made by the War de-
partment. AU officers who are exam-
tiled for promotam and whose die
ties require thein to tide horseback
areesin addition to the usual mental
a thi leen:eel
to pass a satisfactory test in equita-
tion.
That is done with a view to deter-
mining the officer's powers of Faur-
sure and skill in horsemanship, so
that In the event of hard tnarehes and
protracted service in the saddle in.
military campaigns they will be alai-
to stand the strain incident to flit
work.
I:robably not more than half a
dozen officers have been put through
the teals required since the order was
isgutereatabliehing horsemanship is
one of the qualifications for promo-
tion. Therefore, it is too early to de-
termine just what its effect will be.
Recently First Lieutenant Clarence
Siterrill't terries of engineers, bed
a ride trout New _Yoals, ('ity to Hunt-
ington, Is I., as a pao of his exam-
ination in horseman:dela
President Roosevelt was led to
make suggestictis to the war depart-
ment on this subject, which he dill
!met 'May, because of some obsa
eons of field officers who wee.
k_Alit•LWIlit-US-2/0".-.8T-Iti a few_ suet:.
that directions be given to have tha
physical conditions of officers of t
line who conic up' tor promotion
the grade of field ofteers actual,:
tested for skill and endurance in r:il.
ar.a.
He expressed the Opinion' a
tests should be thorough and she
consist of a ride of not less than i
neies at various gaits, not lens than
teaniLea of wh.c.h should beet a, trot
and gallop.
Powder Trust t'i.1%4.,
WaShilIgt011, Aug. a. -It was stat-
ed at the department of justice today
that an amended bill had been filed
by the eovernmetit in the "Powder
Thor ease at Wetnington, alleging
that since the preparation of the gov-
ornmetit's petition, the E. I. Dupont
Ise Neinours Powder compeny, of
Delaware, transferred a N111(.0 part of
its unsold finished products and raw
materials and things net es-ary to th
operation of Its busness to the E. I.
Dupont be Nemours Powder compa-
, of New Jersey. The reasoa for
this amendment, the amendei bib
says, was the discovery in the %Ite-
aorder's office at 1A'irmington of Pa-
pers indicating elicit  a transfer by
one of the thtee operattng companies
to the holding company in the alleg-
ed powder trust.,
It is stated teat these papars dis-
appeared,, but the amendment was
persisted in because it *mild -have
the effect of requiring something to
he Raid in the answers of the defetal-
ante to this supposed transfer._ After
the amendment and petitien had
been sent to Delaware for filing, the
bill continues, the papers on yester-
day reappeared in the recorder's of-
the and show that such a transfer
was actualiy made on the 27th of
July, three days before the petition in
the rase was Wei.
In the notantime the recorder is
declared to have given his certifi-
cate to the district ..1 ney that he
had no such papers
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
TAR AND CANCHALAGUA
Pot the eon' pole. ClIte 01 Coughs. Co14..
Asthma, and lirnet-hit,e and all Lung c,.,,
plaints tending to Consiiimption.
Tar and Wild Cherry limes to, ages main-
tained an e%tehliehed ruiditation as a rlandard
rtingh Weinedy. It contains no Timm or harm -
fat drag. can he given with safety to children.
retce 500, Sold by Iii, ,c List.
AVre (:•, riot). Cleerlaud. 0,
Strange Rusaian
Pioaably the most extraerdinto
hand on. earth is that whith is sai-
Honed in the Impealai istlace at Mo--
cow.
A fameus composer was recent
taken into a darkened-room to le
One of his new-compositions pia,
by this band. The eomposer was nit
tilted until the lights were rats
when 200 soldiers were reveal,
each with a horn or trumpet in
hand, varying in - size from one 0,
one-half inches-To twenty feet. 'He
instrument and" each performer p
Mired only a single note, but
playing was so perfect that sole
was r jest as if from one grand
strtimeni played, upon by a mat-i
hand.-Tit Bits. '
WILLIAMS` KIDNEY FILLS.
Have you neglected your kidney
Have you overworked your nerva,
sylem "and caused trouble with you:
kidneya and bladder? Have you
pains In lope, gisle,_bacle groins and,
bladder? Het* you a flabby aP"i
Peltranee of the taae eeneotelay nn
the eyes? If so, 14/1 .1aibe Klett
Pals will cure you-at Druggist
Price 50e.
Williams. Mfg, Co., Props., Cler,
land. 0
Winnipeg, Man., \ ' taloa -
nients were made tote!, tio, (am a
Ian immigration 4.1, ,i
port Rug.er famine, a a is i-
11:1; army from s. !,
the battle of Coleitsat .1 - ii• isa•
lie was Ra the Vali *11'
he Ass shot In the kg and
n,iJ.
.aa the boy lay bleeding on tat
field he saw a large detachment of
Boers approaching the British IQ -ttei
rear. •Rais ng hirnee:f on ha: arm ht
b:ew a a-flailing on hie-beenaer th-n
fainted from loss of Wood. On his 1is-
tui n to Et:tel.:eel he tea feted evert -
where and a few years later he cante
to Canada.
Last February he was arreetei for
st cal. rm.' a $ ov f. revel- and --twee
to Portage la Prairie jail. Mondsy he
will l,e releascd and - immediately
ILLIN01S CENTRAL EX-
CUltSION BELL "TIN.
The following redticed rates
are announced:
Losh,vilic, Ky., Alielist 11.
Sbecia I train lesyes Paducah
al 9: tr a. 111,, rentaniaig
Uses LOttiSVii.k. 4 p. na.
Tueaday, August 13. Round
trip $2.10.
Niagara Falls- Spe-ial ex-
cureloh -train 101 team es at
1':a3 a. um., August 10, limit
four days with an extension
of eight days, upon payment
of 2a cents additional. Roma)
trip $16.45.
Yours truly,
Jamestown, Va. - gxpai-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions- on special sates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
city-Ticket Offis, Filth- and
-Broadway or,rnion Depot.
J. T. DO-NOVAS,
Agt City Ticket Cfflee
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot
• irgeRlIIIKWORIATICHSIORIMOVelFIVR211111111111.
witimawasississemr 
Trit:1; IDEAL' VAMIL.Y. IH.8012 -11
No Mosquitoes. No Malaria. Twenty Distinct Springs
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity tate guests.
II MIS Sulptier, Mud, Vail, r .01,1 ataasaeta
GRAYSON SPRINGS   " KY.
alost noted watcrs and baths America
_.
Rates h,i10 50 per week $25 to $37,$0 per meth. Spinal Rates to Naas. Partles sad
k(.18., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS IT.
AM l'SENIENTS -Hate:Oaf, Itewling, Teen's, Ilutitina.
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out the 311.1.1. STE A ',ISHII'
First-Class Only Pa...-0 r
MISSOURI and ILLINOIS
sit
31140..1A14
lOS. BEROLZHENI, IL P. A. Nandou Steamship Co., Camaro- so
N. F. CHURCH.. G. F', A. Itarthera Michigan Trans. Ce., Chicago.
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Dean 6 Walker, Managers
Bora AqLILI, Terati.
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of a Lake Trip
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sEales HERO Mime as o itk
Phlt •i. " \V:i'ter Wood-
Canted» to inalort Bugler it lei Saved • • a is ate 4411' .tA aoug,h he
Itellialt I Yefe•ill. tht arms tindt r the name
er Waiter fittinto an I rcti ised his
discharge :n the. men,
BRE %KS NECK 1.S Die His WIFE.
tioinehleitet• 1.1 sodden IN•nllis. of
'ontric iii ttkinhoto.s.
- -
.11: • 11- , .stkrksr7 s The
; !a0,1 i,f- Philip
it; :Lz
.!1, 1 t' Iry 'it finding aa.
he r jtai) :liat death resulted
ck :lee to a fall
to, .1 cninciderice.
I. z, than ai Spronie'snife
braati itar ti k sturnhang' ore:
the hi•; it band as he was
an 1'1 in their darkened
leaping ere It is supposati that
Spi 0th' e. ii'faaina- bail(
staid a V. !if /• a tsp
lda:..:StraPnrogseti •Pr
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Oak Dale Hotel
Eircoctik port III.
Rafts $1 a Day Everythlat S $ 
1. A. locum, Prooviettess.
HENRY MARMEN9 JR•
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY,
Sook Binding, Bank Work, Legal
1
1 and Library Work a specialty.
LEE LINE STEAMERS
fit-mind trip excursion rates
from reduce,' to Cincinnati,
St. Louis end Memphis, ninth
are, yet follows:
Paducah to Cincinnati and
•
St. Louie  7.50
Memphis 7.30
PHILLIPS, Agent
()Mee itiehumnd liodae.3
Telephone 66-R, '
leasomeeigangaammenes
•da,..-ranat .
Daughter of Min!. i, Is Warned
Night Rider* Not to Tenets
Clarksville, Tenn.. Aug. 8.—A note
ergs reeelvece by A. .J .lones, of. the
Stith district. notifying his that his
daughter, Miss Katherine Jones.
31
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REMNANT
SALE
Half Price
and Less
FRIDAY
WE intend to clean up"every department of
its short ends. In order to
do so we have marked every
piece of goods that is a
remnant at about half price
or less.
DRESS GOODS REMNANTS
In this department you will
find the biggest bargains
ever offered in the way of
short pieces. We have
many .skirt lengths and
many let,gths large enough
ABOUT HALF PRICE.
Remnants-of-
Everything
NewThings
Every day we are receiving
by express and - freight new
goods of every description.
Our New York office keeps
us supplied with the new
creations and novelties.
Have you seen the new
Belts, Bags, Combs and
Fancy Articles of every de-
scription? •
New Fall Suits and Skirts
p.
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‘10% es 11 I leitst ea sit
Mt Pisgah near Boaz Mondaye eIW TIAN.
there were about leo people preeent
at the graveyard cleaning. The day
was well spent and mueh work was
By ATI e..
Nellie. Griffith, of Mayfield , was
-present and says the occasion was
niost enjoyable and many good things
to eat were spread at the noon hour.
After the graveyard had received its
attention the enthusiastic attackers
for the totter-en association began to
see what good theve•ould do and se-
cured lee acres of tobacco to be ad-could not teachsehool at the Peter- nutted Into the aesoelatien,
son Grove house, foe which she het J. C. Speight and 11. J. Moorman
P contract Miss Jones is well flute. were to have spoken on the tobaecoified as a teacher, and It had never question .but were detained In May-developed that she had anyone of,- field on busleees and enable to be
posed toher. The note, was signed there.
"Night Riders," and the tone of the
note Indleated that some oneiwell ac-
quainted with the family had written
It.
The' warning is thought to be
caused by Ill feeling over Tobacco
Growers' association matters.
She—What was the noise I heard
when you risme in? He- I reale-
couldn't say, dear, whether it was
the night falling or tbe day breaking.
-- Balt I More! American
Soule men's honest) is the result
of want of opportunity.
LOAN REPORT IS
NOT CONFIRMED
Czar Nicholas Returns to St.
Petersburg
Persia teks for 1.st•t.tin e of Russia
III Checking Encrosituvients of
Turkey.
GERMINV DISTRUSTS FRANCE.
St. Petersburg. Aug. S.- Emperor
Nicholas reached Peterhof today re-
turniug from his trip on the imperial
yacht Staudardt to Swinemunde
%%here he was in ecniference with Em-
peror William.
Loan Report Not Confirmed.
There is.no information to be had
here regarding the report that Ger
many is to loan Russia $62,51,000
for reconstructing of her fleet, with
the understanding that all orders for
warships be placed in Germany.
Neither the foreign embassies nor the
foreign office could shed any light
on the report, but $62,5414,000 is re-
garded as a mere bagatelle and the
condition that Russia place all orders
for warship construction with Ger-
man firms Is declared to be most tm-
probable. The government has re-
cently given orders for the construe-
eon of warships to the various Rus-
sian arms, but the full project for
lceonstruction of the fleet baa not yet
le en formulated. 11- is noteworthy.
ill this connection, that the opinion
N gaining ground in military aud
other circles that Russia will have
no use IQ/ a fleet exemet. _Lir coast de.
tense.
Want,. Rawittes Aasietance.
Persia has asked the assistance of
the Russian foreign office to secure
a settlement of her frontier dispute
eith Turku) she claims that Turk-
ish troops have penetrated forty
miles into Pert-Ian territory, terror-
izing tbe population by .flre lane
SHOPS WILL CLOSE
NEXT WEDNESDAY
To Allow all 1. C. EmPloYes
to Attend Picnic
More Cummittees Appointed To eteee
After Details of the
Celebration.
NEWS FROM THE RAILROADS.
Illinois Central shops will close
August 14 when the Illinois Cen-
tral shop employes picnic is given,
and every employe except those who
work- on emergency cases. will have
an opportunity to attend. This is the
decision of nigher officials, and- the
committees find that many more
tickets will be iu demand than at
first estimated.
Yesterday afternoon the following
committees were appointed to fur-
ther arrange tot the picnic. They im-
mediately went to work.
Finale*. committees—Thomas Yopp,
James Hutchins, Thomas Hoflich:
Printing committee--Clarence Elli-
thorpe, Geterge Rennin ani Thomas
McGarrigal: Refreebnaten committee
—John MeGaregel, Virge Berry and
Clarence Eliithorpe; Decoreeng corn-
mittee---Steve Barer, Percy Judd and
Lees Arnold: Firemen ticket commit-
tee--Howard Pleasant; Music com-
meeese..._George Hansen, Thumaa Ho-
filch, Percy Judd: Amusement corn-
mittee--Thomas Hoflich, Hugh Mil-
ler; Basket committee—Less Arnold,
Percy Judd: Floor committee—Clar-
ence Ellithorpe, Joe Vogt and Charles
F. Akers,
•
Railroad Notes.
It is rested that.no intoccants will
be allowed on the grounds, and any
one caught with a bottle of liquor
will have to surrender, it. Absolute so.
briety is what the committees deeire,
and every precaution to prevent an
acciaent will belakell___
the Turko-Persian frontier was made
by Russian and English surveyors in
tee sixties.
Germanyet Pr,-s. Distrusts France.
Berlin, Aug  S —Some discontent
is evidenced in the German press to-
day in the matter of the action taken
by France at Casa Blanca. The Kotel-
hische Zeitung sass: "What one hive
died sailors succeeded in doing etruid
In oureeselmatiou, have been eqtially
as well accomplished by an equal
force of policemen."
Cohrinuing, this paper expressed
regret that the international" police
has tint been. organized more rapidly
The iloereen Zeitung says: "France
has occupied Casa Seance in order to
restore order and provide for the so
curtly of European residents. but she
will remain there and thence gradu-
ally draw Morocco Into her power as
Great Britain has done with Egypt.
and Japan with Knelea.e
The Httehefor—Ito yroi tkink women
irers to p-lease the inct?
'Hie Married Men -No. to Impoverish
hetes- New York World.
Wane+ Mother-1114A* Back.
Lonesome because his mother-in-
law had left_ his home. Nugent C. Ma-
thivet. a wealthy attorney.- began ac-
t:on today in the probate court to en-
force her return.
He resorted to en action in habeas
corpus, claiming, that his mother-in-
:taw, Mrs Bessie R. Robinson, had
been persuaded to leave him and Was
forcibly restrained from returning-
He named Mrs. D: B. Strickler, a
neighbor, as being responsible On
Mrs,-Robinson's absenee. All the par-
ties -reside in a biathlon-Able neighbor-
hood PILO are well teedo.----Washing-
ton Post.
-.Beats Aged Iluebauid to Death.
Stroudsburg, Pa., Aug. 8.—John
Neuman. aged 75. was killed today
by his wife, aged 74. The couple en.
The children's mother bed marrieJegaged In a quarrel, and Neuman, it is
for the /second time a man wee said, seized a butcher knife and at-
1slightly bowed legs, and on her reetacked his wife who beat him to
turn home she commanded them ' to:deaht With a hammer and eroded the
kistotheir new papa, El-lee—eta, tett, body with a pitchfork, after which
mother, hp 'Peet quite new." Mother jibe bid the. corpse I na field- '
---"Wheet. do you mean?"—Elise
"Look. hie legs is all bent."— Bon All the world's a stage, and each
Vivant 
t
of the actors thereon seems to think
- /  it ts up to hen to act as him own press
Chapleigh—,Two years ago I vies agent. -
---aw—iknoreed senseless, by a ewick  " transferable_ from One 4/SAW to the • ly detrIng tbs./met-34 leatelee---e-e---e—elbut iteilmateke it is a fusee trowel; aeisale'ilistsCaitetiqeesesiaisieedt, and , a eseeeushop where ye enuld- leeksk rialfe' lit 1s4. the city connce reettilleft ell•e'Ifreeltutipel f;tilt iTherelievi- r 4:Tt Toirot from whese end as the hohas you iar.phytufcn given, up alt hope? our- ereefetwerearrreht - ItIte a lonleteet to recognize the transfiereesrlaflforre Teen% tea tlerwer 
r 
ileretateee4,epiliiParo. t l'illi up,—Chicago Daily News. • . , tCliGilft e7firt P re-
. 
Wulf.. • , rine and Spirit Circtlitte.
' 
iduring the next 24 hours.
. 
Isereing fluid drips.
e 4
'
ploy. of the Illinois Centel': at West
Point, on a derrick car gang, lies it.
the Illinois Central hospital serious-
ly ittjured, the effect of being caught
between two'ralle dropped froma nat
car. He realisetiehttedleegeetted-
ped to his knees, getting in betwee
the two ratio. He lost the thi:d finger
of his :eft hand and is bruised on the
:eft side, where the rails settled. Ho
will cover.
C.-Hutchison, 25 years old, an Illi-
nois Central boilermaker. was injured
by dropping a draft sleet on his left
hand yesterday.
J. E. Smith. the popular Illinois
Central blacksmith tore the Monti
from his right hand while handling
shears and a piece of iron at the Il-
linois Central shops this week.
-Last night shortly after dark a
car of crops ties being pulled into the
main line from a paas:ng track at
Eleventh street and 'Broadway on the
fends Central side swiped an en-
gine and turned over. The car had to
be abovvd off the right of way. Fol-
lowing the accident by only a few mmn
utes came' the second wreck between
Jefferson street and Droadway when "
car load of cotton struck a coal pile
and turned over. It was turned over
and away from the right or way. No
trains were delayed by the accident,
end the damage will amount to little
Mr. Harry McCourt, superintendent
of southern lines of the-Mtn-Me Cab-
tral, Is In the city. -
s Mr. J. C. Maus, traveling ear
agent of the TiltnOts Central, Of Cb1-
cago. is In the city on business.
Supt. J. J. Gaven, of the Tenners-
see division o fthe Illinois Central
anti several other Tennessee division
officials are in Paducah.
Pussy's Talc
1 •-ivht Ittrt for magazinr-s,"
iol,,,rt••••,7,-,itt read.
"rit .-I! lit - ,'ne; It is so short."'
This little said.
Fraor isoo rhronicleg
v••
4.% Very few people apptectaie ihe
great value of the small want
ads in the newspapers
S
Some of the Things The
Sun's Have Done
Very few of the people, when reading the want ads, which
probablyee5 per cent of the readers do, ever realize just wbat
splendid opportunities a three or four ilue notice will do.
A few days ago a reader of The Sun, who had just instal-
led himself in a flat, purchased new furniture for the entire
establishment, 'had to leave the city, due to a change in his
business. "What shall I do with this outfit," he thought.
Then be remembered the Sun want ads. putt four lines in for a
few Jays and sold all the furniture, at splendid prices, in a few
days.
This is but one of the many incidents of a similar nature.
You may not have an outfit of furniture to sell, but, you
may have something around 'the house some one may want—
an old carpet, or range, some musical instrument, or bit of
furniture. A want ad, is a fascinating thing, for nearly. every
°epee-cads tbem.
Try a want ad for yourself, and test its merits. The cost
Is one cent a word for one insertion or three cents a word for
week, cash with °Her.
THE SUN PHONE'S 358
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RIVER NEWS
River Report.
Cair
Chattanooga 3.0 0.5
Cincinnati ........10.2 0.1
Loulaviee   5.0 0.5
Mt. camel  4.0 0.2
Netrahville   8.1 0.1
Pittsbutg .   . 5.5 Le
St. Louis 20:2 0.1
Mt. Vernon • . ... 12.8 0 a
Paducah 120, 0.7
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
All packets enjoyed a.quiet day in
freight today, not because it was not
at the wharf. but because there were
too few rousters to load it Few
cared Jo linger about the wharf this
morning. However there are Benue
that will work today and then have a
big time tonight. Freight will be
crippled several days after today. An-
other fall since yesterday of .7, leav-
ing the gauge at even 13-. Rainfall
.20. •
The Chattanooga arrived yester-
day, and she left this morning for
Joppa to unload, and will return this
evening. Tomorrow she wil leave on
her regular trip up Tennessee river
The John S. Hopkins was the Ev-
ansville packet today, and the pas-
senger list was above the average.
The Dick Fowler left for Cairo on
time this morning. Little freight,
but plenty was left here because of,
the lack of laborers,
Mr. John Street, clerk at the wharf
boat, was able to resume- his duties
today after his recent illness of ma-
larial fever.
'Dry dock, No. 2. was lolvered into
the river this morning, and the
barge of the Scotia Vi RR lifted out of
the river.
Captain Young Taylor, of the dry
docks, spent the Melt In the country
last night with a party of friends.
and he was feeling good from his
night's rest, and everything was hum-
ming at the dry docks.
The Royal brought in a large numb
her of passengers to enjoy the eighth.
The J. H Richardson aireved early
this 'wonting fromeCairo. and she
will leaue late tonight on the return
trip
The Bettie Owen made the teenier
trips ttiseinorning, but little freight
came over.
The George Cowling was in and
out today on time for Metropolis
with a good list of colored excursion-
ists.
The Leda was one on the ways to-
dal receiving a few minor repairs or-
by the inspectors.
4' The Blue Spot-Is tied to tile hank
below the sand digger.
The Jim Matey was receiving -minor
reftairs today. The Officers are tak-
ing advantage of the day to get in
work on the boat, when nothin.. In
the tie carrying is doing.
Gregory's "Moscow" was being
ASKS U. S. TO PAM ON TIGHTS.
uremia Drclutei___Ieilia-eti" Liaise Mtan
unit Stripes "Fleshing..."
l'E;ON.SGR CASES 019.:%;
JEtlakiff.LL. LS. NO''
Washingtor,. Aug. 8.- -Judge Chafe
W. 'Russell, acting attorney general,
Washington. D. C., Aug. 8.—A Is anxious to resume the task of clear-
saudeville actress of New York City. Ing up all the pending peonage cases
who evidently wants Uncle gam to In the southern states. He is due in
P vortls. ..b • r_. wroteseselettese
day to the bureau of immigration as
follows:
"I ant about to put on a new act
and want to wear red, white and blue
tights. The skirt and "lowers" will
be of red and white, and the trunk
of blue with white stars. Has there
eter been any legislation against
such a uniform!"
Chief Terrence V. Powderly
plied that tights were*outelde
sphere of his offloial Influence.
Vanity Unknown.
141-.-C414444-407 SPIIISPIS—afVftir—ita t-
ous eases of peonage are to come up
for trill; at a special term of the
federal court convened at Reactor:
yesterday. Judge Russell can not
leave because Mr. Coo'cs, assistant
attorney general,, has. not returnee
front Boston, where he is spending a•
vacation.
no No Ilecefation Says Archbold.
the New York, Aug. 8.—Answering the
charge made at Washington by an of-
fite r connected with the bureau Of
corporations to the effect that in ev-
ery step the bureau .had taken to get
at the facts concerteng the opera-
tions of Standard Oil It had met with
decepticn in manner and deception in
methods, John P. -Archbold said today
that there had been no such confer-
ence with Standard Oil officials IP
represented: and that no misleading
or deceptive statement had been
made by the Standard Oil coMpany
In connection with the government
Investigation. "Every word of my
statement was the exact truth." said
Archbold in hie announcement. "If
as. Much could be creel of the rem-
ment of the alleged official, I do not
think he should have allowed any
consideration to restrain him f-orn •
permitting his name to be given."
la -7 
Itolky—How vain you are, Effie!
looking at yourself in the glass!
Elite Vain? Me vain? Wey. I don't
titink myeelf half so good lookinens I
really am:- Woman's Home Compan-
ion.
GHOST IN A FARM HOUSE
TROVES TO BE A SNAKE.
Bloomington, Ill., Aug. S.—Queer
noises emenating from the walls of
the residence of Peter Lee, a farmer
of Vermilion county, led to tbe be-
lief that the structure was haunted.
The mystery was solved this week
when Mr. Lee espied a monster snake
in the grass near the house. The
&hake made a dash for the house and
tried to enter sesufall opening In the
foundation.
It was killed by Lee, however, and
was found to measure seven feet in
length. Investigation showed that
the snake seent the nights in an attic,
going up between the walls, its move-
ments in going back and forth mak-
ing the unexplained noises. A stove-
pipe furnished heat for the reptile in
cold weather.
. 'One Saloon to POO Persons.
, Beloit. Wis.. Is agitating for the
Passage of all ordinance limiting the
number of saloons to one for each
900 Inhabitants, as was done last
September in Rockford, Ill.
The Rockford ordinance provides
that there shall be no more licenses
Issued for saloons until there shall be
of those now In existence lees than
one fir each e00 of the population of
Rockford as ascertaineteby the then
last preceding auchool census based on
the proportion of two edifies fer each
individual under twenty-one years of
age.
-It. also provide e that aelitense shall
renew itself earth year and shall, be
The Beieti Trowel.
It is not generally known that the
bee's sting is a trowel, not a rapier.
IIt is an exquisite delicate little trowelnwith which the bee finishes off thehoney teas, injects a little perserva-dye inside and seals It up. With this
hauled to the wharf today, and the trowel- like sting, the bee puts the
next date will be at Evansville. final touches on the dainty and won-
. derful work. With the selpg it pats
, Official Forecaete. and shapes the honey cell as a mutton
The Coble at Evanevile and Mt. pats and shapes-a row of bricks. Be-
Vernone-vell cautinvie falling during fore siettlingem the cell It drops A lit-
the next 2 day-s. At Paducab and ele•bit of poison into theehoney. This
Cato'will continue falling during the is formic acid. Without It the honey
I next several days, iwould spoil. Most of us think the The Tennessee from Florence to 'tee's sting, with its poison is a nee-
the mouth will continue fatting slow- Ipon only. It is a weapon secondarily.
'rim Evening Sms—ler. c week.
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
—THE
Sun Job Rooms
Does all kinds ot printing
01C°
We have the men who know
how to do your work just ss
It should he done: and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let na figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing—probably we can save
you some money. We know
we can give you satisfactory
work; and give it' to you
